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Introduction
This reserve study for Hidden Valley Village Owners Association utilizes cash flow analysis
and straight-line depreciation methods in order to determine the recommended reserve funding for
your budget. In addition, it provides your association with the proper disclosures per California
Civil Code 1365 and 1365.5 [New: Civ. Code §5500, §5570]. Note that California Civil Code
1365.5 (e)(5) [New: Civ. Code §5560] requires that community association Board of Directors
adopt a “Reserve Funding Plan” at a Board meeting open to members.
Reserve studies are
required every 3 years.
There are six sections in this reserve study:
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS – Two types of financial analysis were performed:
 Cash Flow Analysis-- Optimal Reserve Funding Plan.
Cash Flow Analysis is the formal accounting method used to prove that future cash flows
can fund future expenses. First, we do a cash flow analysis projection depicting your
reserve income and expenses for the next 30 years assuming no special action is taken
other than basic cost-of-living increases in annual reserve funding.
Then our proprietary SmartReserve™ software determines the optimal reserve funding
plan for anticipated reserve expenses during the next 30 years. This Optimized Cash Flow
Analysis shows a recommended annual reserve funding amount in which projected reserve
income can properly fund projected reserve expenses.
 Straight-Line Funding Analysis.
The Straight-Line Depreciation and Percent Funded report utilizes straight-line
segregated analysis to determine your association’s percent funded estimate (a measure of
the strength of reserves relative to the depreciation of assets) – a required disclosure.
GRAPHS – Graphs facilitate visual interpretation of projected expenses versus reserve balances
in the cash flow projections discussed above.
ASSUMPTIONS – Key assumptions used in the reserve analysis such as starting reserve balance,
interest rate on reserve investment, tax rate on earned interest, etc., are documented.
METHODOLOGY – This section describes financial analysis methods utilized in this study.
RESERVE COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS - (PHYSICAL ANALYSIS) – This section
contains specific details for each reserve component, including measurements, description of each
component, estimated useful life, remaining life, and current cost to replace.
AFTER YOUR RESERVE STUDY IS PREPARED – This section indicates what to do with
the results of your reserve study so your association can derive the most benefit from it.
Disclaimer: No representation is made that actual costs for future reserve expenditures will
correspond closely to estimated costs presented herein. Contractor bids are known to vary
significantly from one another. A reserve study is a projection, not a prediction. It is not
intended to be a maintenance guide. Rather, it is a financial planning document.
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Executive Summary
Hidden Valley Village Owners Association is a common interest association having 84 units
and 67 identified reserve components to maintain. The following reserve analyses are presented:


Optimized 30-Year Cash Flow Analysis - determines an optimal Reserve Funding Plan
to enable your association to fund projected reserve expenses.



Straight Line Depreciation Analysis – calculates the “Percent Funded Estimate” -- a
measure of strength of reserves. This is a required annual disclosure to all members.



30-Year Cash Flow Analysis Showing Current Funding Levels – this analysis
illustrates how your association would become over/underfunded if only simple
inflationary increases are applied each year to current reserve funding.

1. RESERVE FUNDING PLAN: Optimized 30-Year Cash Flow Analysis
The Optimized 30-Year Cash Flow Analysis funding plan indicates that your association should
consider raising reserve funding to $165,177 per year -- followed by cost-of-living increases
thereafter -- to adequately build reserves for future expenses.
The recommended first-year funding represents an increase of $5.09/month per unit in the
reserve funding portion of your overall budget.
FY 2019 annual reserve contribution
(with annual increases thereafter – refer to cash flow analysis):
FY 2019 monthly reserve contribution:
Change in monthly reserve contribution per owner:

$165,177/year
$13,765/month
$5.09/month

SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS: May be necessary if there are variances in projected expenses or
replacement scheduling. Or if capital expenses not listed or unknown to this analysis become
apparent and if there are insufficient reserve funds to pay for them.
NOTE: The recommended reserve funding represents the amount that is needed when the
association adopts a reserve funding plan to pay for capital expense projects evenly over time. In
doing so, the depreciation of capital assets is distributed evenly over the years for all owners.
Typical reserve funding rates average over $1,600 per unit per year in the Mammoth Lakes area,
so at about $1,966 per unit per year, the recommended funding for your association is above the
norm.
For some underfunded associations, the rate of funding increases in forthcoming years must
substantially exceed the rate of inflation in order to restore reserves to a healthy level. For the
complete optimized cash flow projection and graphic depiction of future expenses versus
reserves, refer to the optimized cash flow section in this report starting on Page 9.
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This reserve funding plan should provide adequate reserves for projected reserve expenses for the
next 30 years, barring unforeseen circumstances, and subject to the Summary of Assumptions
documented herein. It is assumed that interest earned will be accrued directly to the reserve
account, hence the recommended reserve funding level is exclusive of earned interest.
2. STRAIGHT-LINE DEPRECIATION ANALYSIS
The Straight-Line Depreciation Analysis indicates that Hidden Valley Village Owners
Association has cash reserves representing 17.3% of depreciation of all reserve component
assets. This percent-funded estimate indicates your association is underfunded for depreciationto-date. However, if the optimized cash flow funding recommendation is followed, reserve
income should be able to fund reserve expenses for the duration of the 30-year projection,
assuming expenses occur as projected. In many cases, associations can be less than “100%
funded” for depreciation-to-date, yet can adequately fund future reserve expenses using the
optimized cash flow analysis funding plan.
The 17.3% “percent funded estimate” is the ratio of your $303,400 reserve balance versus the
$1,756,548 life-to-date depreciation of your reserve components. The percent funded estimate is
most often used as a measure of strength of reserves relative to depreciation of assets. If your
association would like to be 100% funded in the next fiscal year, it would need to make a FY
2019 reserve contribution of $221,865, or $18,489 per month, PLUS it would fund any accrued
“depreciation-to-date” – in this case, $1,453,148. This is not necessary for many associations.
For the complete Straight-Line Depreciation and Percent Funded Analysis, refer to that section in
this report.
3. CASH FLOW ANALYSIS: Projection Showing Current Funding Levels
In order to demonstrate what could happen if the association continues reserve funding at the
current rate of $160,050 per year (plus $0 interest on reserves after taxes) and with no special
assessments, a cash flow analysis showing projected reserve income against projected future
reserve expenses indicates the minimum resulting reserve balance for the 30-year projection
would be <$143,912>, occurring in the year 2048.
Continuation of current reserve funding – with annual inflationary increases hereafter – will cause
your association to be underfunded. The results of the current reserve funding projection are
graphically depicted in the first bar-chart following the optimized cash flow projection. The
second bar chart shows the Optimized 30-Year Cash Flow Analysis data, so you can essentially
see the “before & after’ results of cash flow optimization.
Note that a copy of this “current funding cash flow projection” is not shown in this report to avoid
confusion with the more-important 30-year optimized cash flow analysis pages.
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Reserve Analysis Summary Sheet
Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
November 2018 -- For the fiscal year beginning January 1, 2019

Cash Flow Analysis
Definition: Cash Flow Analysis is the formal accounting method used to prove that future cash flows can fund
future expenses. The two variations of the same cash flow analysis are:
1. The Current Budget Cash Flow Analysis forecasts future reserve balances assuming no special action is
taken by your association other than annual inflationary increases in reserve funding for the next 30 years.
2. The Optimized Cash Flow Analysis determines the optimal annual reserve contribution to fund projected
expenses over the next 30 years.

Findings
Annual reserve contribution:
Monthly reserve contribution (total from all units):
Percent increase in reserve contribution:
Average change in reserve funding per member:
Average monthly reserve contribution per member:
Minimum projected reserves (lowest balance occurs in 2048):
Year in which lowest future reserve balance occurs:
Reserve funding increase or special assessment needed:

Current Reserve
Budget
$160,050
$13,338
3.00%
n/a
$158.78/month
<$143,912>
2048
Yes

Optimized Cash
Flow - FY 2019
(recommended)
$165,177
$13,765
3.2%
$5.09/month
$163.87/month
$100,001
2048
Yes

Straight-Line Depreciation Analysis
Definition: Straight-Line Depreciation Analysis provides a snapshot of your association’s reserve component
depreciation as of the current year. It includes a percent-funded estimate, life-to-date depreciation of all reserve
components, estimated depreciation for the forthcoming year, and unfunded depreciation liability. It is not a 30year long-term projection and does not account for additive effects of interest income on reserve accounts.

Findings
FY 2019 annual reserve depreciation (estimated 2019 depreciation):
FY 2019 monthly reserve depreciation:
FY 2019 monthly reserve depreciation per unit:
Percent Funded Estimate (reserves / cumulative depreciation liability):
Life-to-date depreciation liability (100% Funded Balance):
Reserve Deficiency (amount needed to achieve 100% funding):

Straight-Line Depreciation
$221,865
$18,489
$220/month
17.3%
$1,756,548
$1,453,148 Total and $17,299/Unit

General Comment: The cash flow analysis often results in lower funding requirements and a
more accurate modeling of future expense patterns.
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Summary of Assumptions
The following financial information is used in this reserve study:
Number of units in this association
Fiscal year-end reserve account balance (in some cases this is projected)
Interest rate earned on reserve account(s)
Tax rate on reserve account interest
Expected rate of inflation
Minimum acceptable future reserve account balance (in cash flow)

84 Units
$303,400
0.00%
38.84%
3.00%
$100,000

General Assumptions:


Financial information, maintenance history, quantities, and cost estimates provided by client
are accurate and reliable. To the extent that information has been provided by the client, this
reserve study is a compendium of that information for the client’s use, not for the purposes
of performing an audit, quality/forensic analysis, or background check of historical records.
Other cost estimates are from local contractors or our cost database. This reserve study is
not to be used as a stand-alone maintenance guide. Consult specific contractors instead.



Recurring expenses, inflation, and interest rates will continue as projected.



The analysis assumes that no unforeseen circumstances (acts of nature, lawsuits, vandalism,
etc.) will cause a significant drawdown of reserves.



The association maintains sufficient comprehensive property insurance to protect its
reserves from insurable risks such as fire, property liability, vandalism, etc.



The association plans to continue to maintain existing amenities.



Life-of-project costs are not included in the scope of this study because these items are
assumed to significantly outlast the 30-year reserve cash flow projection.



For reserve study updates with site visit or updates without a site visit, the client has
presumably deemed previously developed component quantities as accurate and reliable.



There are no actual, potential, or perceived conflicts of interest between the reserve study
preparer and the client or parties related to the client.

Site-Specific Assumptions:


The following items are assumed to be funded via the association's operating budget: Routine
irrigation system repairs, minor light fixture repair/replacement, pool/spa area patio furniture.



The following items are assumed to be the responsibility of individual unit owners, not the
association: Residential unit interiors. Refer to your CC&R's and applicable California Civil
Code (usually CC 1351, CC 1364) for further clarification. The HOA amended the CC&Rs,
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so as of the 2018 reserve study, "Window Replacement" has removed from the reserve study
because this is assumed to be owner responsibility.


There are no plans to renovate the aging tennis court due to low use and low interest in
renovating it. Because it will continue to be used as a storage area indefinitely and not as a
tennis court, capital expenses for the tennis court are not listed in this 30-year projection.
TREES: In 2016, 9 dead trees were removed due to drought, figure operating expense
hereafter.



As it is likely that the HOA’s Phase II is copper (no rust-staining of sinks indicating rusty
pipes and other anecdotal evidence) AND there haven’t been major recent leaks, the need to
do the Phase II replumbing project can likely be postponed for up to 10 years or more,
pending data from our suggestion to have some destructive testing done by the HOA’s
plumbing contractor.



The 12/31/18 FYE Reserve Balance is calculated as follows: Starting with the projected
12/31/18 reserve balance of $311,972 from the accountant, SUBRACT $5K 2018 Roof Prev
maintenance tbd Freeman and SUBTRACT $5100 for new Spa Heater tbd. TOTAL 12/31/18
projected reserve balance: $301,872.



Reserve Account Balance: $303,400 estimated as of the end of the current fiscal year. This is
a projected amount based on most recent bank statements plus any reserve transfers until
fiscal year end, minus anticipated reserve expenses until fiscal year end. If this reserve study
is done after fiscal year end, the balance represents the cash held in reserve accounts as of the
fiscal year’s last statement. This starting reserve account balance is based on information
provided by the client and was not audited.



Interest rate on the reserve account(s) is 0.00%. If interest rates change significantly in future
years, or if reserves are placed in a long-term, higher interest-bearing account, another cash
flow analysis should be prepared and reviewed by the Board.



Tax rate on reserve account interest is 38.84%. Associations that file an IRS Form 1120-H
pay 30% taxes on interest earnings while those filing form 1120 (standard corporate form)
generally pay 21% (as of 1/1/18). In addition to Federal taxes, state taxes usually apply.



Inflation rate to be applied to future replacement costs is 3.00%. In recent years, inflation as
applied to homeowners association costs has exceeded the typical CPI (Consumer Price
Index) inflation rate cited by government sources. If the prevailing inflation rate changes
significantly in future years, another cash flow analysis should be prepared and reviewed by
the Board.



Funding Goal - Minimum acceptable future reserve account balance: $100,000. The cash
flow analysis optimization software determines the optimal annual reserve contribution such
that all projected expenses are adequately funded, while always maintaining at least $100,000
in reserves. When this threshold dollar amount is greater than zero, this minimum future
projected balance is essentially a contingency to allow for unforeseen expenses and is referred
to as “threshold funding.”
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Reserve Analysis Methodology
A reserve analysis is a projection of future reserve expenditures versus reserve balance
accompanied by a reserve funding recommendation. Two different methods are provided in this
reserve study:


Cash Flow Analysis (using component pooling)



Straight-Line Depreciation Analysis (segregated components).

The methods of calculation and the advantages of each type of analysis are discussed herein.

Cash Flow Analysis Method
The traditional accounting method used to prove that future income can adequately fund future
expenses is a cash flow analysis. A cash flow analysis provides detailed long-term projections of
future reserve balances and should include the following realistic factors:




Inflation as applied to future reserve expenses
Interest earned on reserve account
Tax rate on earned interest.

Because inflation, interest, and tax rates fluctuate from year to year, it is prudent to update the
reserve cash flow analysis yearly with recent rates.
The 30-year cash flow analysis in this reserve study is based on the component pooling method.
A “reserve component” is an association asset (such as roofing, paving, etc.) that the association
is obligated to maintain with reserve funds.
The component pooling method simply involves “pooling” or summing the costs to repair or
replace all components in each year for which such expenditures are scheduled. The aggregate
component cost for each future year is then multiplied by an inflation factor to determine the total
future yearly reserve expense.
Once the annual inflation-adjusted costs are totaled for each year, the reserve expenses are
reconciled against reserve income and after-tax interest earnings to yield a reserve balance at the
end of each year in the projection. Future years showing a reserve deficit can be pinpointed by
examining the bottom line (“Reserve account balance at end of year”) of the cash flow analysis,
or by viewing the cash flow graph projections. For a line-by-line description of the cash flow
analysis, refer to the “Understanding Your Cash Flow Analysis” section in this study.
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Straight-Line Depreciation Analysis Method
The Straight-Line Depreciation method (also known as the Component Method) is a more
simplistic snapshot of an association’s reserve status in the current year. It includes the following:






Cumulative Depreciation Liability of reserve components to-date. This is the sum of
life-to-date depreciation liabilities for all reserve components using the straight-line
depreciation method.
Expected Depreciation of reserve components in the forthcoming year, in other words,
the forthcoming year’s depreciation funding recommendation using straight-line
depreciation analysis (e.g. if a component costs $10,000 to replace and it has a 10-year
life, the depreciation liability for each year is $1,000).
Percent-Funded Estimate - the ratio of current reserve balance relative to cumulative
depreciation. This estimate gives you a measure of the strength of reserves relative to
depreciation of assets.
Unfunded Liability (Deficit) - the portion of reserve component depreciation
(cumulative depreciation) for which there are no reserve funds. For example, if the
Cumulative Depreciation Liability for all reserve components is $100,000 as of the date
of the study and there is $60,000 in reserves, the Unfunded Liability is $40,000.

It is important to note that the Straight-Line Depreciation method is not a long-term projection
like a cash flow analysis. Rather, it simply shows cumulative depreciation-to-date and
depreciation for the forthcoming year. A significant finding of the Straight-Line Depreciation
method is the Percent-Funded Estimate.

Advantages of Each Analysis Method
While the straight-line method is conceptually easier to understand than the cash flow method
(component pooling), some straight-line implementations fail to incorporate the effects of
inflation on future costs or earned interest on reserve account funds.
The cash flow pooling method is generally regarded as a more accurate way to model future
expense patterns and is preferred because it accounts for contributions from reserve account
investment income. It often results in a lower recommended reserve funding recommendation
than the straight-line method. However, there are unusual cases where the cash flow method can
result in a higher recommended reserve contribution.
Both types of analysis (component pooling-cash flow analysis and straight-line segregated) are
provided in this reserve study, but we recommend that clients refer to the Optimized Cash Flow
Analysis when establishing their Reserve Funding Plan. The straight-line analysis page is
primarily included in this report because it is needed to calculate the “Percent Funded Estimate” –
which is a common measure of reserve fund status.
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Reserve Cash Flow Analysis
Optimized Projection
The following pages contain an optimized reserve cash flow analysis where the initial
optimal reserve contribution of $165,177 per year has been determined by software
(using a binary search method) such that future reserve balances will adequately fund
anticipated expenses for the 30-year duration of this projection.
Once the optimal reserve funding plan is determined, the annual rate of increase in
funding stabilizes with 3.00% cost of living (inflationary) increases for subsequent years
in the remainder of the projection. In some cases, the optimal funding represents a
reduction from current funding levels.
RECOMMENDED ANNUAL RESERVE FUNDING: For Hidden Valley Village
Owners Association, the Optimized 30-Year Cash Flow Analysis funding plan indicates
that your association should consider raising reserve funding to $165,177 per year -followed by cost-of-living increases thereafter -- to adequately build reserves for future
expenses.
The recommended first-year funding represents an increase of $5.09/month per unit in
the reserve funding portion of your overall budget.
SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS: May be necessary if there are variances in projected
expenses or replacement scheduling. Or if capital expenses not listed or unknown to this
analysis become apparent and if there are insufficient reserve funds to pay for them.
Notice how the annual reserve expenses and year-end reserve account balance amounts
in the Optimized Cash Flow Analysis correspond to the bars in the lower graph on the
bar charts page shown immediately following the cash flow analysis pages.
For a detailed description of the cash flow analysis refer to pages following the cash
flow analysis reports titled Understanding Your Cash Flow Analysis.
Note: A reserve cash flow analysis is not a prediction of future events. Rather, it is a
projection of anticipated future events. Actual timing and replacement costs may vary.
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Optimized Cash Flow Analysis for Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
RESERVE
COMPONENTS

Estimated Estimated Estimated
Useful
Remaining Current Cost
Life (years) Life (years) to Replace

ROOFING
Roofs: #A,B,C Bldgs (2013)
30
25
$75,200
Roofs: #D,E Bldgs (2012)
30
24
$51,800
Roofs: #F Bldg (2010)
30
22
$25,700
Roofs: #G,H,I,J,K, Office (2005)
30
17 $169,500
Roofs: Pool Bldg (2014)
20
15
$11,500
Roof Preventative Maint. (2018)
3
2
$5,000
Chimney Caps/Spark Arresters
30
12
$27,300
PAINTING
Painting w/ Doors: Office & Pool
6
1
$13,530
Painting w/ Doors: #CFJ Bldgs (2015)
6
2
$50,500
Painting w/ Doors: #BIK Bldgs (2018)
6
5
$49,500
Painting w/ Doors: #AGH" Bldgs (2019)
6
0
$44,000
Painting w/ Doors: #ED Bldgs (2020?)
6
1
$33,000
Annual Paint Touch-Up
1
0
$9,000
STREETS & DRIVEWAYS
Asphalt Sealcoat (2018)
2
1
$9,780
22
12
$22,200
Asphalt Patch (Partial Areas)
Asphalt Re-Pave (2015/16)
22
19 $416,400
22
19
$3,150
Asphalt Paths - Repave (2016)
POOL & SPAS & SAUNAS
Pool Resurface & Re-Tile (2018)
16
15
$28,000
Pool Heater
12
3
$4,800
12
11
$1,600
Pool Filter (2018)
Upper Spa Resurface (2018)
10
9
$10,600
Lower Fiberglass Spa Replace (2004)
16
2
$15,000
Spa Heaters (2) (1 every 4 years)
4
2
$4,800
5
2
$1,600
Spa Filter (2) (1 every 5 years)
Pool & Spa Pumps (Phased Repl)
2
0
$2,000
30
2
$8,000
Pool & Spa Skimmers - Replace
Concrete Pool/Spa Decks (2)
30
7
$50,000
25
21
$20,000
Pool Wood Deck - Replace
Iron Lower Spa Area Fence
25
21
$8,200
20
0
$8,600
Pool Wood Fence Enclosure
Saunas Refurbish (2014)
20
15
$22,000
20
15
$56,300
Pool Bldg Int/Ext Refurbish (2014)
20
15 $124,900
Lower Spa Area Refurbish (2014)
10
0
$5,000
Pool Furniture (2019)
BALCONIES
40
33
$69,900
Balconies: "A" Building (2012)
40
32 $132,800
Balconies: "B,H" Buildings (2011)
40
31 $304,400
Balconies: "CDFI" Building (2010)
40
30 $130,500
Balconies: "E,G" Building (2009)
40
29 $159,800
Balconies: "J,K" Building (2008)
WALKWAYS & LANDINGS
40
33
$92,200
Walkways/Entries: (2012 Group)
40
32 $486,600
Walkways/Entries: (2011 Group)
40
31 $440,800
Walkways/Entries: (2010 Group)
40
30 $491,100
Walkways/Entries: (2009 Group)
40
29
$78,900
Walkways/Entries: (2008 Group)
40
28 $339,100
Walkways/Entries: (2006/7 Group)
BUILDING MISCELLANEOUS
Residence Front Doors Phase I #A-F
35
2
$45,000
Residence Front Doors Phase II #G-K
35
7
$32,400
Siding: Progressive Replace
5
0
$60,000
Water Heaters Replace (1 ev 3 yrs)
3
1
$900
MANAGER'S UNITS
Manager's Unit - Carpet
15
0
$5,500
Manager's Unit - Appliances
12
10
$3,300
Manager's Unit - Interior Paint
10
0
$3,000
Manager's Unit - Renovate
25
0
$20,000
Asst Mgr's Unit - Carpet
15
0
$3,000
Asst Mgr's Unit - Appliances
12
10
$3,000
Asst Mgr's Unit - Interior Paint
10
0
$1,500
Asst Manager's Unit - Renovate
25
2
$15,000
LIGHTING
Residential Light Fixtures
25
3
$32,400
EQUIPMENT
Snowblowers (1 every 3 years)
3
0
$3,300
Snowplow - Replace (Nov 2013)
15
9
$9,200
10
0
$25,000
2005 Chevy 3/4 Ton Pickup (used)
PLUMBING
Copper Plumbing - "ABCDEF, Pool"
45
30 $233,700
Copper Plumbing - "GHIJK, Office"
45
6 $248,500
Water Main - Replace (2005)
40
26 $293,500
Sewer Line Cleanout (2011)
3
1
$8,000
MISCELLANEOUS
22
16
$11,000
Custom "Hidden Valley" Sign (2013)
1
0
$2,500
Unscheduled Capital Expense
Inflation factor applied each year
Estimated total reserve expense
(Costs adjusted for Inflation)
CASH FLOW FORECASTS
Annual reserve funding
Special Assessment
After-tax interest earnings
Gross reserve account income
Annual reserve expense
Net annual reserve income
Reserve Acct - Beginning of year
Reserve Account - End of year

RECOMMENDED
(on reserve account)

(from total above)
(reserve expense - reserve income)

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
Beginning Beginning in Beginning in Beginning in Beginning in Beginning in Beginning in Beginning in Beginning in Beginning in Beginning in
Jan 1, 2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029

$5,305

$5,796

$6,334

$13,936

$16,640
$53,575

$63,972
$57,384

$44,000
$9,000

$52,538
$33,990
$9,270

$9,548

$10,073

$9,835

$10,130

$10,687

$10,433

$10,746

$11,338

$40,586
$11,069

$11,401

$12,028

$11,743

$12,095

$12,761

$5,245
$13,831
$15,914
$5,092
$1,697
$2,122
$8,487

$2,000

$5,731

$6,451
$1,968

$2,251

$2,388

$2,534

$2,688

$61,494

$8,600

$5,000

$6,720

$47,741
$39,848
$60,000

$69,556
$927

$1,013

$80,635
$1,210

$1,107

$5,500
$4,435
$4,032

$3,000
$20,000
$3,000

$4,032
$2,016

$1,500
$15,914
$35,404
$3,300

$3,606

$3,940

$4,306
$12,004

$25,000

$33,598

$296,722
$8,240

$9,004

$9,839

$10,751

$2,500
1.000
$192,400

$2,575
1.030
$79,011

$2,652
1.061
$168,047

$2,732
1.093
$67,509

$2,814
1.126
$25,212

$2,898
1.159
$157,405

$2,985
1.194
$375,050

$3,075
1.230
$197,654

$3,167
1.267
$87,408

$3,262
1.305
$57,907

$3,360
1.344
$172,023

$165,177

$170,132

$175,236

$180,493

$185,908

$191,485

$197,230

$203,147

$209,241

$215,518

$221,984

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$165,177
$192,400
($27,223)
$303,400

$0

$170,132
$79,011
$91,121
$276,177

$175,236
$168,047
$7,189
$367,298

$180,493
$67,509
$112,984
$374,487

$185,908
$25,212
$160,696
$487,472

$191,485
$157,405
$34,080
$648,168

$197,230
$375,050
($177,820)
$682,248

$0

$203,147
$197,654
$5,493
$504,428

$209,241
$87,408
$121,833
$509,921

$215,518
$57,907
$157,611
$631,754

$221,984
$172,023
$49,961
$789,365

$276,177

$367,298

$374,487

$487,472

$648,168

$682,248

$504,428

$509,921

$631,754

$789,365

$839,326

Optimized Cash Flow Analysis for Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
RESERVE
COMPONENTS

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2030

ROOFING
Roofs: #A,B,C Bldgs (2013)
Roofs: #D,E Bldgs (2012)
Roofs: #F Bldg (2010)
Roofs: #G,H,I,J,K, Office (2005)
Roofs: Pool Bldg (2014)
Roof Preventative Maint. (2018)
$6,921
Chimney Caps/Spark Arresters
PAINTING
Painting w/ Doors: Office & Pool
Painting w/ Doors: #CFJ Bldgs (2015)
Painting w/ Doors: #BIK Bldgs (2018)
$68,520
Painting w/ Doors: #AGH" Bldgs (2019)
Painting w/ Doors: #ED Bldgs (2020?)
Annual Paint Touch-Up
$12,458
STREETS & DRIVEWAYS
Asphalt Sealcoat (2018)
$13,538
Asphalt Patch (Partial Areas)
Asphalt Re-Pave (2015/16)
Asphalt Paths - Repave (2016)
POOL & SPAS & SAUNAS
Pool Resurface & Re-Tile (2018)
Pool Heater
Pool Filter (2018)
$2,215
Upper Spa Resurface (2018)
Lower Fiberglass Spa Replace (2004)
Spa Heaters (2) (1 every 4 years)
Spa Filter (2) (1 every 5 years)
Pool & Spa Pumps (Phased Repl)
Pool & Spa Skimmers - Replace
Concrete Pool/Spa Decks (2)
Pool Wood Deck - Replace
Iron Lower Spa Area Fence
Pool Wood Fence Enclosure
Saunas Refurbish (2014)
Pool Bldg Int/Ext Refurbish (2014)
Lower Spa Area Refurbish (2014)
Pool Furniture (2019)
BALCONIES
Balconies: "A" Building (2012)
Balconies: "B,H" Buildings (2011)
Balconies: "CDFI" Building (2010)
Balconies: "E,G" Building (2009)
Balconies: "J,K" Building (2008)
WALKWAYS & LANDINGS
Walkways/Entries: (2012 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2011 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2010 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2009 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2008 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2006/7 Group)
BUILDING MISCELLANEOUS
Residence Front Doors Phase I #A-F
Residence Front Doors Phase II #G-K
Siding: Progressive Replace
Water Heaters Replace (1 ev 3 yrs)
MANAGER'S UNITS
Manager's Unit - Carpet
Manager's Unit - Appliances
Manager's Unit - Interior Paint
Manager's Unit - Renovate
Asst Mgr's Unit - Carpet
Asst Mgr's Unit - Appliances
Asst Mgr's Unit - Interior Paint
Asst Manager's Unit - Renovate
LIGHTING
Residential Light Fixtures
EQUIPMENT
Snowblowers (1 every 3 years)
Snowplow - Replace (Nov 2013)
2005 Chevy 3/4 Ton Pickup (used)
PLUMBING
Copper Plumbing - "ABCDEF, Pool"
Copper Plumbing - "GHIJK, Office"
Water Main - Replace (2005)
Sewer Line Cleanout (2011)
MISCELLANEOUS
Custom "Hidden Valley" Sign (2013)
Unscheduled Capital Expense
$3,461
Inflation factor applied each year
1.384
Estimated total reserve expense
$107,113
CASH FLOW FORECASTS
Annual reserve funding
Special Assessment
After-tax interest earnings

$228,643

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2031

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2032

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2033

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2034

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2035

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2036

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2037

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
Beginning in Beginning in Beginning in
2038
2039
2040

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2041

$49,244
$280,158
$17,917
$7,563

$8,264

$9,031

$38,923
$19,869

$23,725
$76,386

$91,209
$81,816

$62,733
$12,832

$74,907
$48,462
$13,217

$13,613

$14,362

$14,022

$14,442

$15,237

$14,876

$15,322

$16,165

$57,866
$15,782

$16,255

$17,149

$16,743

$17,245

$18,194

$31,652
$730,160
$5,524
$43,623
$7,478
$18,587
$25,536
$8,172

$7,260
$2,281
$2,852

$9,197
$3,066
$3,832

$2,645
$3,025

$3,209

$3,405

$3,612

$37,206
$15,254
$15,533
$34,275
$87,714
$194,590
$9,031

$93,478
$1,322

$108,367
$1,444

$1,578

$1,724

$8,569
$6,323
$5,418
$4,674
$5,748
$2,709

$4,705

$5,141

$5,618

$6,139
$45,153

$11,748

$12,838

$14,028

$15,329

$3,564
1.426
$159,542

$3,671
1.469
$112,651

$3,781
1.513
$111,628

$3,895
1.558
$530,613

$17,652
$4,012
1.605
$53,597

$4,132
1.653
$408,056

$4,256
1.702
$137,216

$4,384
1.754
$888,783

$4,515
1.806
$310,833

$4,651
1.860
$98,187

$4,790
1.916
$116,498

$235,503

$242,568

$249,845

$257,340

$265,060

$273,012

$281,203

$289,639

$298,328

$307,278

$316,496

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Gross reserve account income
Annual reserve expense
Net annual reserve income
Reserve Acct - Beginning of year

$228,643
$107,113
$121,530
$839,326

$235,503
$159,542
$75,961
$960,857

$242,568
$112,651
$129,917
$1,036,817

$249,845
$111,628
$138,217
$1,166,734

$257,340
$530,613
($273,273)
$1,304,951

$0

$265,060
$53,597
$211,463
$1,031,679

$0

$273,012
$408,056
($135,044)
$1,243,142

$0

$281,203
$289,639
$137,216
$888,783
$143,987 ($599,144)
$1,108,098 $1,252,085

$298,328
$310,833
($12,505)
$652,941

$307,278
$98,187
$209,091
$640,436

$316,496
$116,498
$199,998
$849,526

Reserve Account - End of year

$960,857

$1,036,817

$1,166,734

$1,304,951

$1,031,679

$1,243,142

$1,108,098

$1,252,085

$640,436

$849,526

$1,049,524

$652,941

$0

Optimized Cash Flow Analysis for Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
RESERVE
COMPONENTS

ROOFING
Roofs: #A,B,C Bldgs (2013)
Roofs: #D,E Bldgs (2012)
Roofs: #F Bldg (2010)
Roofs: #G,H,I,J,K, Office (2005)
Roofs: Pool Bldg (2014)
Roof Preventative Maint. (2018)
Chimney Caps/Spark Arresters
PAINTING
Painting w/ Doors: Office & Pool
Painting w/ Doors: #CFJ Bldgs (2015)
Painting w/ Doors: #BIK Bldgs (2018)
Painting w/ Doors: #AGH" Bldgs (2019)
Painting w/ Doors: #ED Bldgs (2020?)
Annual Paint Touch-Up
STREETS & DRIVEWAYS
Asphalt Sealcoat (2018)
Asphalt Patch (Partial Areas)
Asphalt Re-Pave (2015/16)
Asphalt Paths - Repave (2016)
POOL & SPAS & SAUNAS
Pool Resurface & Re-Tile (2018)
Pool Heater
Pool Filter (2018)
Upper Spa Resurface (2018)
Lower Fiberglass Spa Replace (2004)
Spa Heaters (2) (1 every 4 years)
Spa Filter (2) (1 every 5 years)
Pool & Spa Pumps (Phased Repl)
Pool & Spa Skimmers - Replace
Concrete Pool/Spa Decks (2)
Pool Wood Deck - Replace
Iron Lower Spa Area Fence
Pool Wood Fence Enclosure
Saunas Refurbish (2014)
Pool Bldg Int/Ext Refurbish (2014)
Lower Spa Area Refurbish (2014)
Pool Furniture (2019)
BALCONIES
Balconies: "A" Building (2012)
Balconies: "B,H" Buildings (2011)
Balconies: "CDFI" Building (2010)
Balconies: "E,G" Building (2009)
Balconies: "J,K" Building (2008)
WALKWAYS & LANDINGS
Walkways/Entries: (2012 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2011 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2010 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2009 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2008 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2006/7 Group)
BUILDING MISCELLANEOUS
Residence Front Doors Phase I #A-F
Residence Front Doors Phase II #G-K
Siding: Progressive Replace
Water Heaters Replace (1 ev 3 yrs)
MANAGER'S UNITS
Manager's Unit - Carpet
Manager's Unit - Appliances
Manager's Unit - Interior Paint
Manager's Unit - Renovate
Asst Mgr's Unit - Carpet
Asst Mgr's Unit - Appliances
Asst Mgr's Unit - Interior Paint
Asst Manager's Unit - Renovate
LIGHTING
Residential Light Fixtures
EQUIPMENT
Snowblowers (1 every 3 years)
Snowplow - Replace (Nov 2013)
2005 Chevy 3/4 Ton Pickup (used)
PLUMBING
Copper Plumbing - "ABCDEF, Pool"
Copper Plumbing - "GHIJK, Office"
Water Main - Replace (2005)
Sewer Line Cleanout (2011)
MISCELLANEOUS
Custom "Hidden Valley" Sign (2013)
Unscheduled Capital Expense
Inflation factor applied each year
Estimated total reserve expense
CASH FLOW FORECASTS
Annual reserve funding
Special Assessment
After-tax interest earnings

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2042

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2043

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2044

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2045

Fiscal Year
Beginning in
2046

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
Beginning in Beginning in
2047
2048

$157,452
$105,299

$9,868

$10,783

$11,783

$28,329
$108,908
$97,693

$116,650
$89,443

$17,762

$18,295

$19,302

$69,095
$18,844

$19,409

$20,477

$19,992

$20,591

$21,724

$21,209
$23,047

$10,662
$3,158
$24,980
$10,352
$3,554
$4,066

$4,313

$4,576

$376,579

$185,933
$775,836

$125,627
$1,884

$2,059

$41,876

$33,319
$74,129
$6,708
$18,702

$7,330

$632,960
$16,750

$18,303

$4,934
1.974
$152,717

$5,082
2.033
$247,595

$5,234
2.094
$485,568

$5,391
2.157
$792,116

$5,553
2.221
$102,134

$5,720
2.288
$901,214

$5,891
2.357
$766,072

$325,991

$335,771

$345,844

$356,219

$366,906

$377,913

$389,250

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Gross reserve account income
Annual reserve expense
Net annual reserve income
Reserve Acct - Beginning of year

$325,991
$152,717
$173,274
$1,049,524

$335,771
$247,595
$88,176
$1,222,798

$345,844
$356,219
$485,568
$792,116
($139,724) ($435,897)
$1,310,974 $1,171,250

Reserve Account - End of year

$1,222,798

$1,310,974

$1,171,250

$735,353

$366,906
$377,913
$102,134
$901,214
$264,772 ($523,301)
$735,353 $1,000,124
$1,000,124

$476,823

$0
$389,250
$766,072
($376,822)
$476,823
$100,001

Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
30 Year Reserve Cash Flow Projection
Current Cash Flow Analysis (Cost-of-living-increases only)
$1,500
Current Reserve Budget: $160,050 per year
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30 Year Reserve Cash Flow Projection
OPTIMIZED Cash Flow Analysis

$1,500

RECOMMENDED Reserve Budget: Starting at $165,177 per year
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Understanding Your Cash Flow Analysis
Understanding your reserve cash flow analysis report does not necessarily require knowledge of
accounting. The cash flow analysis conforms to the suggested example presented in the
California State Department of Real Estate’s Reserve Study Guidelines for Homeowner
Association Budgets publication.
When examining the Optimized Cash Flow Analysis on the preceding pages, your primary
concern should be to confirm that your reserve balance never falls below zero in the 30-year
projection. The Optimized Cash Flow Analysis determines the optimal reserve contribution such
that your association does not have a reserve deficit during the 30-year projection. Another Status
Quo Cash Flow Analysis is done to calculate what will happen if you continue reserve funding
only at current levels without following the recommended reserve contribution. The Status Quo
Cash Flow is not printed in this study to avoid confusion by clients trying to figure out which cash
flow analysis to follow. Rather, the data is shown in the first bar chart on the preceding page.
Note: Because the cash flow analysis uses a "zero-based" counting system, items to be replaced
in year 2019 are shown with zero years remaining life as of the beginning of FY 2019 and items
to be replaced the next year are shown with one year remaining life and so on... Thus an item
with a 27-year life is shown with 26 years.
Following is a description of each line item in your cash flow analysis report.

RESERVE COMPONENT COSTS
The top portion of the Optimized Cash Flow Analysis itemizes each major capital replacement
expense for your association over the next 30 years. Each of these capital assets – called “reserve
components” – is listed with its estimated useful life, estimated remaining life, and estimated cost.

Inflation Factor Applied Each Year
This line-item shows compounded inflation rates used to determine future costs. The first number
in this row is 1.000, which means that no inflation is assumed during the first year. This is
because cost estimates are in current-year prices. If you repair or replace the items for which you
recently obtained price quotes, the price will not yet be influenced by inflation.
The Inflation Factor for the second year in your reserve analysis is equal to the current inflation
rate applied to long-term expenses. Notice the inflation factor is compounded in subsequent years
thereafter.

Estimated Total Reserve Expense (NOTE: Costs Adjusted For Inflation)
The “Estimated Total Reserve Expense” line shows yearly future reserve expense totals
multiplied by the compounded inflation rate. For each year (column) in the reserve analysis, this
Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
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line-item indicates how much money your association must have in reserve to fund all expenses in
that year. You should examine the 30-year projection thoroughly to see which years have the
highest expenses. High-expense years significantly deplete your reserve account.
Note the profound effect of compound inflation on future costs. Seeing these inflation-adjusted
future costs provides a tangible incentive to set aside adequate funds in reserve.

CASH FLOW FORECASTS
Towards the bottom of the Optimized Cash Flow Analysis is the “Cash Flow Forecast” section
that reconciles inflation-adjusted future expenses for each year against recommended annual
reserve funding, special assessment income (if any) and after-tax interest income. The primary
goal of the cash flow forecast is to observe the interplay between expenses and reserves over time
with the intention of ensuring that the reserve balance never drops below zero. Each cash flow
line item is described below.

Annual Reserve Funding
The “Annual Reserve Funding” line shows the recommended regular reserve assessments the
association should budget for its reserve fund in each year. The Optimized Cash Flow Analysis
determines the optimal annual reserve contribution such that capital expenses will be adequately
funded while maintaining a reserve account balance above zero in each of the next 30 years.
Therefore, the primary focus of the reserve study is to determine the optimal recommended
reserve funding amount as shown on this line that will ensure funding for projected expenses.
Because repair/replacement costs typically increase at the rate of inflation, the cash flow
projection assumes annual reserve funding will increase at the same rate to match these
inflationary effects.
Special Assessment
The “Special Assessment” line shows how much the association will need to supplement its
reserve funding (e.g. regular reserve assessments) with “special assessments” – if special
assessments are necessary. It shows how much will need to be assessed and in what years
assessments need to be made. If the projection doesn’t anticipate a need for a special assessment,
there will be nothing shown on this line for each of the next 30 years.
After-Tax Interest Earnings on Reserve Account
Interest earned on reserve account funds can make a substantial contribution to reserve funding.
Interest earnings are usually taxed, so the interest income is reduced by your association’s tax rate.
Reserve account interest is reinvested in the reserve account in this cash flow model.
Gross Reserve Account Income
The figures on this line represent the sum of the “Annual Reserve Funding,” “Special
Assessments” (if any), and “After-Tax Interest Earnings on Reserve Account” amounts, assuming
reserve account interest is reinvested in the reserve account. But don’t confuse this with “net
Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
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reserve income” because the gross income amount is the reserve income before reserve expenses
have been paid for that particular year. Sometimes expenses exceed annual reserve funding.
Annual Reserve Expense (from total above)
The “Annual Reserve Expense” line simply carries the numbers down from the “Estimated Total
Reserve Expense” line above. This line represents the association’s total reserve funding liability
(expense) for each year. This reserve expense total is then subtracted from the “Gross Reserve
Account Income” for each year in the cash flow to yield the net reserve income for the year as
shown on the following line.
Net Annual Reserve Income (Reserve Expense Minus Reserve Income)
This line shows the reserve cash balance remaining after subtracting major component costs for
each year from the annual reserve account income. In other words, it represents the Net Income to
your reserve account for the year. NOTE: If the major component costs for one year exceed the
reserve account income for that year, this number will be negative, thereby reducing the reserve
account balance from the prior year. A negative net reserve income amount for any one year
doesn’t necessarily mean you’re going to run out of reserve funds, especially if you have a healthy
reserve balance going into that year.
Reserve Account, Beginning of Year
This line-item shows the reserve account balance at the beginning of the year before major reserve
component costs for each year (shown in the columns) are expensed.

Reserve Account, End of Year
The “Reserve Account, End of Year” line is perhaps the most important part of your cash flow
analysis. It shows the net amount of money remaining in your reserve account at the end of each
year after major reserve component costs have been paid.
Scan along this “bottom line” of your Cash Flow Analysis to determine which years in the 30-year
projection have low projected reserve account balances so you can identify which expenses to
anticipate in those years and how to plan for those critical years. Note also that the Optimized
Cash Flow Analysis has no negative reserve account balances for the duration of the projection
because our SmartReserve software has optimized the reserve contribution to avoid future
reserve deficits.
TM

Most associations request to have the cash flow optimizer determine the appropriate annual
reserve contribution such that in the worst case year in the 30-year projection, their reserve
account always maintains a minimum balance that is more than zero dollars. This is a way of
implementing a contingency buffer for unforeseen expenses.
In summary, the Optimized Cash Flow Analysis provides an efficient way to deploy your reserve
funds over time to maintain & replace common area assets. The goal is to determine a smooth
pattern of gradual funding increases that ensures sufficient reserve funds are available to make it
through the “peaks and valleys” of expenses during the next 30 years.

Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
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Reserve Component Allocations
Derived From
Optimized Cash Flow Analysis
The Reserve Component Allocations report on the following page is useful to associations
meeting the following conditions:
*

Your association keeps track of reserve funds allocated to each reserve component,
(for example, “we have $33,333 in our roofing fund, $4,444 in our paving fund,
$5,555 in our painting fund, etc.”) AND

*

Your association has decided to base the forthcoming year’s reserve budget on the
recommendations set forth in the Optimized Cash Flow Analysis on the preceding
pages.

(On the contrary, if your association simply considers reserves as a pool of funds in the
cash flow analysis “Cash Flow Pooling,” then this report is probably not needed).
The Reserve Component Allocations report helps your associations to:
*

Reallocate your fiscal year-end reserve fund balance proportionally among all
reserve components (you can find this information on the following page in the
second column from the right, titled “FY 2019 Begin Cash Flow Balance”).

*

Determine how much of your newly-chosen reserve budget – per the Optimized
Cash Flow Analysis funding recommendation – should be allocated to each reserve
component. For example, an association might want to indicate “in the forthcoming
year, we budgeted $30,000 for reserves, of which, $12,000 was applied to the paving
fund, $5,000 to the painting fund, and $13,000 to the roofing fund, etc.” You can
find this information on the following page in the rightmost column, titled “2019
Cash Flow Allocations”
Note that the total of the annual allocations for each reserve component equals the
annual reserve funding amount recommended by the Optimized Cash Flow Analysis.

If your association has elected to fund reserves via the straight-line depreciation method
(generally a less precise funding method than the cash flow analysis), the reserve
component allocations are on the straight-line analysis report in the next section.

Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
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Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
RESERVE COMPONENT ALLOCATIONS DERIVED FROM OPTIMIZED CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
Use this report if you keep track of reserve funds allocated to each individual reserve component
AND if you have selected the optimized cash flow funding recommendation
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Jan 1, 2019 FY 2019
Useful
Remaining
Current Cost Future Cost Begin Cash Cash Flow
Life (years)
Life (years)
to Replace
to Replace Flow Balances Allocations

RESERVE
COMPONENTS

ROOFING
Roofs: #A,B,C Bldgs (2013)
Roofs: #D,E Bldgs (2012)
Roofs: #F Bldg (2010)
Roofs: #G,H,I,J,K, Office (2005)
Roofs: Pool Bldg (2014)
Roof Preventative Maint. (2018)
Chimney Caps/Spark Arresters
PAINTING
Painting w/ Doors: Office & Pool
Painting w/ Doors: #CFJ Bldgs (2015)
Painting w/ Doors: #BIK Bldgs (2018)
Painting w/ Doors: #AGH" Bldgs (2019)
Painting w/ Doors: #ED Bldgs (2020?)
Annual Paint Touch-Up
STREETS & DRIVEWAYS
Asphalt Sealcoat (2018)
Asphalt Patch (Partial Areas)
Asphalt Re-Pave (2015/16)
Asphalt Paths - Repave (2016)
POOL & SPAS & SAUNAS
Pool Resurface & Re-Tile (2018)
Pool Heater
Pool Filter (2018)
Upper Spa Resurface (2018)
Lower Fiberglass Spa Replace (2004)
Spa Heaters (2) (1 every 4 years)
Spa Filter (2) (1 every 5 years)
Pool & Spa Pumps (Phased Repl)
Pool & Spa Skimmers - Replace
Concrete Pool/Spa Decks (2)
Pool Wood Deck - Replace
Iron Lower Spa Area Fence
Pool Wood Fence Enclosure
Saunas Refurbish (2014)
Pool Bldg Int/Ext Refurbish (2014)
Lower Spa Area Refurbish (2014)
Pool Furniture (2019)
BALCONIES
Balconies: "A" Building (2012)
Balconies: "B,H" Buildings (2011)
Balconies: "CDFI" Building (2010)
Balconies: "E,G" Building (2009)
Balconies: "J,K" Building (2008)
WALKWAYS & LANDINGS
Walkways/Entries: (2012 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2011 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2010 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2009 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2008 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2006/7 Group)
BUILDING MISCELLANEOUS
Residence Front Doors Phase I #A-F
Residence Front Doors Phase II #G-K
Siding: Progressive Replace
Water Heaters Replace (1 ev 3 yrs)
MANAGER'S UNITS
Manager's Unit - Carpet
Manager's Unit - Appliances
Manager's Unit - Interior Paint
Manager's Unit - Renovate
Asst Mgr's Unit - Carpet
Asst Mgr's Unit - Appliances
Asst Mgr's Unit - Interior Paint
Asst Manager's Unit - Renovate
LIGHTING
Residential Light Fixtures
EQUIPMENT
Snowblowers (1 every 3 years)
Snowplow - Replace (Nov 2013)
2005 Chevy 3/4 Ton Pickup (used)
PLUMBING
Copper Plumbing - "ABCDEF, Pool"
Copper Plumbing - "GHIJK, Office"
Water Main - Replace (2005)
Sewer Line Cleanout (2011)
MISCELLANEOUS
Custom "Hidden Valley" Sign (2013)
Unscheduled Capital Expense
TOTALS

30
30
30
30
20
3
30

25
24
22
17
15
2
12

$75,200
$51,800
$25,700
$169,500
$11,500
$5,000
$27,300

$157,452
$105,299
$49,244
$280,158
$17,917
$5,305
$38,923

$2,165
$1,789
$1,184
$12,687
$497
$288
$2,829

$1,922
$1,324
$657
$4,333
$441
$1,278
$698

6
6
6
6
6
1

1
2
5
0
1
0

$13,530
$50,500
$49,500
$44,000
$33,000
$9,000

$13,936
$53,575
$57,384
$44,000
$33,990
$9,000

$1,947
$5,815
$1,425
$7,600
$4,750
$1,555

$1,729
$6,454
$6,326
$5,623
$4,218
$6,901

2
22
22
22

1
12
19
19

$9,780
$22,200
$416,400
$3,150

$10,073
$31,652
$730,160
$5,524

$845
$1,743
$9,808
$74

$3,750
$774
$14,514
$110

16
12
12
10
16
4
5
2
30
30
25
25
20
20
20
20
10

15
3
11
9
2
2
2
0
2
7
21
21
0
15
15
15
0

$28,000
$4,800
$1,600
$10,600
$15,000
$4,800
$1,600
$2,000
$8,000
$50,000
$20,000
$8,200
$8,600
$22,000
$56,300
$124,900
$5,000

$43,623
$5,245
$2,215
$13,831
$15,914
$5,092
$1,697
$2,000
$8,487
$61,494
$37,206
$15,254
$8,600
$34,275
$87,714
$194,590
$5,000

$302
$622
$23
$183
$2,267
$415
$166
$345
$1,290
$6,621
$553
$227
$1,485
$950
$2,431
$5,393
$864

$1,342
$307
$102
$813
$719
$920
$245
$767
$204
$1,278
$613
$252
$330
$844
$2,159
$4,789
$383

40
40
40
40
40

33
32
31
30
29

$69,900
$132,800
$304,400
$130,500
$159,800

$185,398
$341,971
$761,024
$316,758
$376,579

$2,113
$4,588
$11,830
$5,635
$7,590

$1,340
$2,546
$5,836
$2,502
$3,063

40
40
40
40
40
40

33
32
31
30
29
28

$92,200
$486,600
$440,800
$491,100
$78,900
$339,100

$244,545
$1,253,035
$1,102,035
$1,192,029
$185,933
$775,836

$2,787
$16,810
$17,131
$21,206
$3,748
$17,571

$1,768
$9,328
$8,450
$9,415
$1,513
$6,501

35
35
5
3

2
7
0
1

$45,000
$32,400
$60,000
$900

$47,741
$39,848
$60,000
$927

$7,328
$4,477
$10,364
$104

$986
$710
$9,202
$230

15
12
10
25
15
12
10
25

0
10
0
0
0
10
0
2

$5,500
$3,300
$3,000
$20,000
$3,000
$3,000
$1,500
$15,000

$5,500
$4,435
$3,000
$20,000
$3,000
$4,032
$1,500
$15,914

$950
$95
$518
$3,455
$518
$86
$259
$2,384

$281
$211
$230
$613
$153
$192
$115
$460

25

3

$32,400

$35,404

$4,925

$994

3
15
10

0
9
0

$3,300
$9,200
$25,000

$3,300
$12,004
$25,000

$570
$636
$4,318

$844
$470
$1,917

45
45
40
3

30
6
26
1

$233,700
$248,500
$293,500
$8,000

$567,251
$296,722
$632,960
$8,240

$13,455
$37,199
$17,743
$921

$3,982
$4,235
$5,627
$2,045

22
1

16
0

$11,000
$2,500

$17,652
$2,500

$518
$432

$383
$1,917

$5,174,260 $10,727,901

$303,400

$165,177

Straight-Line Depreciation Analysis
and
Percent Funded Estimate
A Straight-Line Depreciation Analysis and Percent Funded Report follows this page.
This type of analysis is occasionally used by associations that track reserve expenses
individually.
Straight-Line Analysis is often referred to as a component method because funding for
each reserve component is determined individually. This differs from the Cash Flow
Analysis method which determines funding for the aggregate group of reserve component
expenses during each year in a 30-year projection and makes sure there are enough reserves
in each of those years for that group of expenses.
The rightmost column in the analysis on the next page represents the amount of funds
necessary to defray the cost of depreciation for all reserve components in the forthcoming
year. This amount alone is not always the proper annual reserve funding amount. If there
is “unfunded depreciation liability-to-date” (e.g. not enough funds have been saved in past
years), the funding amount will need to be more than just the annual depreciation total.
The reserve fund status, expressed in terms of the “Percent Funded Estimate,” is a
required disclosure and is calculated from the Straight-Line Analysis as follows:

Reserve Account Balance
Percent Funded Estimate =

---------------------------------------------------------

Cumulative-to-date depreciation liability
The percent funded estimate is essentially a measure of the strength of reserves relative to
cumulative depreciation of assets such as roofing, paving, etc.
If the association is not 100% funded for depreciation-to-date (fully funded), the report
shows the reserve deficit, known as the “Unfunded Depreciation Liability.” This is the
amount the association would need to add to reserves in order to be 100% funded.
For more description of the straight-line analysis method used in this report, refer to the
“Reserve Analysis Methodology” section in this study.
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Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
STRAIGHT-LINE DEPRECIATION & PERCENT FUNDED ANALYSIS
Inflation-Adjusted Method
RESERVE
COMPONENTS

Estimated
Useful
Life (years)

ROOFING
Roofs: #A,B,C Bldgs (2013)
Roofs: #D,E Bldgs (2012)
Roofs: #F Bldg (2010)
Roofs: #G,H,I,J,K, Office (2005)
Roofs: Pool Bldg (2014)
Roof Preventative Maint. (2018)
Chimney Caps/Spark Arresters
PAINTING
Painting w/ Doors: Office & Pool
Painting w/ Doors: #CFJ Bldgs (2015)
Painting w/ Doors: #BIK Bldgs (2018)
Painting w/ Doors: #AGH" Bldgs (2019)
Painting w/ Doors: #ED Bldgs (2020?)
Annual Paint Touch-Up
STREETS & DRIVEWAYS
Asphalt Sealcoat (2018)
Asphalt Patch (Partial Areas)
Asphalt Re-Pave (2015/16)
Asphalt Paths - Repave (2016)
POOL & SPAS & SAUNAS
Pool Resurface & Re-Tile (2018)
Pool Heater
Pool Filter (2018)
Upper Spa Resurface (2018)
Lower Fiberglass Spa Replace (2004)
Spa Heaters (2) (1 every 4 years)
Spa Filter (2) (1 every 5 years)
Pool & Spa Pumps (Phased Repl)
Pool & Spa Skimmers - Replace
Concrete Pool/Spa Decks (2)
Pool Wood Deck - Replace
Iron Lower Spa Area Fence
Pool Wood Fence Enclosure
Saunas Refurbish (2014)
Pool Bldg Int/Ext Refurbish (2014)
Lower Spa Area Refurbish (2014)
Pool Furniture (2019)
BALCONIES
Balconies: "A" Building (2012)
Balconies: "B,H" Buildings (2011)
Balconies: "CDFI" Building (2010)
Balconies: "E,G" Building (2009)
Balconies: "J,K" Building (2008)
WALKWAYS & LANDINGS
Walkways/Entries: (2012 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2011 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2010 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2009 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2008 Group)
Walkways/Entries: (2006/7 Group)
BUILDING MISCELLANEOUS
Residence Front Doors Phase I #A-F
Residence Front Doors Phase II #G-K
Siding: Progressive Replace
Water Heaters Replace (1 ev 3 yrs)
MANAGER'S UNITS
Manager's Unit - Carpet
Manager's Unit - Appliances
Manager's Unit - Interior Paint
Manager's Unit - Renovate
Asst Mgr's Unit - Carpet
Asst Mgr's Unit - Appliances
Asst Mgr's Unit - Interior Paint
Asst Manager's Unit - Renovate
LIGHTING
Residential Light Fixtures
EQUIPMENT
Snowblowers (1 every 3 years)
Snowplow - Replace (Nov 2013)
2005 Chevy 3/4 Ton Pickup (used)
PLUMBING
Copper Plumbing - "ABCDEF, Pool"
Copper Plumbing - "GHIJK, Office"
Water Main - Replace (2005)
Sewer Line Cleanout (2011)
MISCELLANEOUS
Custom "Hidden Valley" Sign (2013)
Unscheduled Capital Expense
TOTALS

Estimated
Remaining
Life (years)

Estimated
Current Cost
to Replace

End Dec 2018 Jan 1, 2019
100% Funded
Beginning
Amount
Fund Balances

FY 2019
Annual
Depreciation

30
30
30
30
20
3
30

25
24
22
17
15
2
12

$75,200
$51,800
$25,700
$169,500
$11,500
$5,000
$27,300

$12,533
$10,360
$6,853
$73,450
$2,875
$1,667
$16,380

$2,165
$1,789
$1,184
$12,687
$497
$288
$2,829

$2,582
$1,778
$882
$5,820
$592
$1,717
$937

6
6
6
6
6
1

1
2
5
0
1
0

$13,530
$50,500
$49,500
$44,000
$33,000
$9,000

$11,275
$33,667
$8,250
$44,000
$27,500
$9,000

$1,947
$5,815
$1,425
$7,600
$4,750
$1,555

$2,323
$8,669
$8,498
$7,553
$5,665
$9,270

2
22
22
22

1
12
19
19

$9,780
$22,200
$416,400
$3,150

$4,890
$10,091
$56,782
$430

$845
$1,743
$9,808
$74

$5,037
$1,039
$19,495
$147

16
12
12
10
16
4
5
2
30
30
25
25
20
20
20
20
10

15
3
11
9
2
2
2
0
2
7
21
21
0
15
15
15
0

$28,000
$4,800
$1,600
$10,600
$15,000
$4,800
$1,600
$2,000
$8,000
$50,000
$20,000
$8,200
$8,600
$22,000
$56,300
$124,900
$5,000

$1,750
$3,600
$133
$1,060
$13,125
$2,400
$960
$2,000
$7,467
$38,333
$3,200
$1,312
$8,600
$5,500
$14,075
$31,225
$5,000

$302
$622
$23
$183
$2,267
$415
$166
$345
$1,290
$6,621
$553
$227
$1,485
$950
$2,431
$5,393
$864

$1,803
$412
$137
$1,092
$966
$1,236
$330
$1,030
$275
$1,717
$824
$338
$443
$1,133
$2,899
$6,432
$515

40
40
40
40
40

33
32
31
30
29

$69,900
$132,800
$304,400
$130,500
$159,800

$12,233
$26,560
$68,490
$32,625
$43,945

$2,113
$4,588
$11,830
$5,635
$7,590

$1,800
$3,420
$7,838
$3,360
$4,115

40
40
40
40
40
40

33
32
31
30
29
28

$92,200
$486,600
$440,800
$491,100
$78,900
$339,100

$16,135
$97,320
$99,180
$122,775
$21,698
$101,730

$2,787
$16,810
$17,131
$21,206
$3,748
$17,571

$2,374
$12,530
$11,351
$12,646
$2,032
$8,732

35
35
5
3

2
7
0
1

$45,000
$32,400
$60,000
$900

$42,429
$25,920
$60,000
$600

$7,328
$4,477
$10,364
$104

$1,324
$953
$12,360
$309

15
12
10
25
15
12
10
25

0
10
0
0
0
10
0
2

$5,500
$3,300
$3,000
$20,000
$3,000
$3,000
$1,500
$15,000

$5,500
$550
$3,000
$20,000
$3,000
$500
$1,500
$13,800

$950
$95
$518
$3,455
$518
$86
$259
$2,384

$378
$283
$309
$824
$206
$258
$155
$618

25

3

$32,400

$28,512

$4,925

$1,335

3
15
10

0
9
0

$3,300
$9,200
$25,000

$3,300
$3,680
$25,000

$570
$636
$4,318

$1,133
$632
$2,575

45
45
40
3

30
6
26
1

$233,700
$248,500
$293,500
$8,000

$77,900
$215,367
$102,725
$5,333

$13,455
$37,199
$17,743
$921

$5,349
$5,688
$7,558
$2,747

22
1

16
0

$11,000
$2,500
$5,174,260

$3,000
$2,500
$1,756,548

$518
$432
$303,400

$515
$2,575
$221,865

Reserve Account Balance, estimated (or projected) as of start of new fiscal year:
Percent Funded Estimate (reserves / cumulative depreciation liability):
*Reserve Deficiency ( 100% Funded reserve balance minus actual reserve balance ):
RECOMMENDATIONS, IF 100% FUNDED:
Monthly Capital Asset Depreciation:
Average Monthly Capital Asset Depreciation per Member:
NOTE: Year 2019 Annual Depreciation is based on 3.0% inflation-adjusted straight-line depreciation
(Current Cost to Replace) / (Estimated Useful Life) X (Inflation for 1 Year)

$303,400
17.3%
$1,453,148
$18,489
$220.10

Reserve Component Description
(Physical Analysis)
California Civil Code Section 1365.5 [New: Civ. Code §5500] requires a diligent visual
inspection of the association’s capital assets every 3 years.
“At least once every three years, the board shall cause to be conducted a reasonably competent and diligent visual
inspection of the accessible areas of the major components that the association is obligated to repair, replace, restore,
or maintain as part of a study of the reserve account requirements of the common interest development, if the current
replacement value of the major components is equal to or greater than one-half of the gross budget of the association,
excluding the association’s reserve account for that period. The board shall review this study, or cause it to be
reviewed, annually and shall consider and implement necessary adjustments to the board’s analysis of the reserve
account requirements as a result of that review.”

The following pages contain descriptions of each identified reserve component maintained
by the association. Each reserve component is shown with its estimated useful life,
remaining life, and current cost to replace. Supporting information is included where
applicable.
This information is analyzed by computer to produce the cash flow analysis and straightline analysis reports.
This component inventory and condition assessment information was obtained during an
on-site visit in September 2018 and via subsequent discussions with local contractors,
board members or agents for the board. No destructive testing was done to determine
condition of components that are not readily accessible (for example, sampling plumbing
lines or flat roof core samples).
Remaining life estimates are based on typical useful life expectancy minus effective age of
components (which may not be the same as chronological age). Published costs and life
expectancies may also be used.
No representation is made as to how much actual costs and actual life expectancies at the
time of future replacement may differ from estimates contained herein. Because actual
contractor bids vary considerably, it is entirely possible that the association may select a bid
that is more costly or less costly than the estimates provided herein. Also note that any
contractor estimates discussed on the following pages are not to be interpreted as formal
bids or as an endorsement of that particular contractor.
This on-site inspection is not to be considered as a project audit or quality inspection. A
reserve study is a projection, not a prediction. It is not intended to be a maintenance
guide. Rather, it is a financial planning document.
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Reserve Component Photographic Record

Composite Shingle Roofs

Privately-Maintained Asphalt Street

PAINT: Trim, Siding, Railings

Upper Pool, Spa and Deck

Lower Spa and Spa Deck

Extensive Stairways & Railings
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Roofs: #A,B,C Bldgs (2013)
Location: ABC bldg roofs.
Quantity: 1 Group of building roofs.
Remaining Life: 25 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 30 Years.
Comments: The roofs on buildings #A,B,C were replaced in 2013 for $20,403, $21,208, and
$21,403 respectively. Cost shown has been adjusted for inflation since then.
Current Replacement Cost: $75,200 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Routine inspection. Roof maintenance programs can extend roof
longevity.

Roofs: #D,E Bldgs (2012)
Location: D & E bldg roofs.
Quantity: 1 Group of building roofs.
Remaining Life: 24 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 30 Years.
Comments: The roofs on buildings #D, E were replaced in 2012 for $16,967 and $25,155
respectively. Cost shown has been adjusted for inflation since then.
Current Replacement Cost: $51,800 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Routine inspection. Roof maintenance programs can extend roof
longevity.

Roofs: #F Bldg (2010)
Location: "F" bldg roof.
Quantity: 1 F" building roof.
Remaining Life: 22 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 30 Years.
Comments: The roofs on building #F was replaced in 2010. Cost shown has been adjusted for
inflation since then.
Current Replacement Cost: $25,700 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Routine inspection. Roof maintenance programs can extend roof
longevity.
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Roofs: #G,H,I,J,K, Office (2005)
Location: G,H,I,J,K, Office bldg roofs.
Quantity: 1 Group of building roofs.
Remaining Life: 17 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 30 Years.
Comments: The roofs on buildings #G,H,I,J,K and the Office were replaced in 2005. Cost
shown has been adjusted for inflation from prior listed building roofing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $169,500 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Routine inspection. Roof maintenance programs can extend roof
longevity.

Roofs: Pool Bldg (2014)
Location: Pool bldg roof.
Quantity: 1 Pool building roof.
Remaining Life: 15 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 20 Years.
Comments: The roof on the pool building was replaced in 2014 for $$10,186. Cost shown has
been adjusted for inflation since then.
Current Replacement Cost: $11,500 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Routine inspection. Roof maintenance programs can extend roof
longevity.

Roof Preventative Maint. (2018)
Location: Tops of structures.
Quantity: 1 Roof Inspection/Repair.
Remaining Life: 2 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 3 Years.
Comments: Every 2-4 years in Mammoth climate, it is prudent to have a roofing contractor
apply new mastic caulking to any pipe/chimney vents and inspect the roofs and add ridge
shingles where they've blown off, etc. Freeman Roofing will perform a roof inspection, seal
around vents and vent jacks and make any needed repairs in Fall 2018. Phil Freeman says that
$3000- $5000 will be an ample budget for the work.
Current Replacement Cost: $5,000 at $5,000 per Roof Inspection/Repair.
Preventative Maintenance: Routine inspection. Roof maintenance programs can extend roof
longevity.
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Chimney Caps/Spark Arresters
Location: Tops of structures.
Quantity: 84 Chimney Cap.
Remaining Life: 12 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 30 Years.
Comments: The chimney caps/spark arresters appear to be in functional condition. Probably
were replaced in phases. Age unknown, so assume midpoint of typical useful life.
Current Replacement Cost: $27,300 at $325 per Chimney Cap.
Preventative Maintenance:

Painting w/ Doors: Office & Pool
Location: Office & Pool.

Quantity: 1 Painting w/ Doors Office &
Pool.
Remaining Life: 1 Year.
Typical Useful Life: 6 Years.
Comments: The office & pool buildings were painted in 2014. Current "Forecasted
Replacement Fund Activity" report show $29,612, but that is way too much for these small
buildings. Pool Building and Office/Spa Bldg estimate provided in 2018 is $13,530. Painting
here is done on a 6 year cycle, but may need it in 2019. Assume the Spa Iron fence enclosure is
painted as part of this project.
Current Replacement Cost: $13,530 Per 2018 estimate.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection and paint touch up to protect surfaces.

Painting w/ Doors: #CFJ Bldgs (2015)
Location: Building "A".
Quantity: 3 Building & Doors Paint.
Remaining Life: 2 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 6 Years.
Comments: Buildings "CDFI" were painted in 2010 by Kilaloha and the "EGJK" buildings
were painted in 2009. Painting is done on a 6 year cycle. Most recent full-building cost for
building "A" was $15,000 in 2012 for $15,000. But 2015 bids by FourPoint Painting were
lower at $14500 + $11500 + $12000 for the CFJ Bldgs (respectively). They were done in 2015
by Kihaloha Painting for only $6,500 each, but the results have been disappointing. 2018
estimate is $50,500.
Current Replacement Cost: $50,500 Per 2018 estimate.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection and paint touch up to protect surfaces.
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Painting w/ Doors: #BIK Bldgs (2018)
Location: Building "A".
Quantity: 3 Building & Doors Paint.
Remaining Life: 5 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 6 Years.
Comments: Buildings "B,I,K" were painted in 2018 by Four Point Painting for $17,500,
$16,500, $15,500 respectively. Prior to that they were done in both 2009 and 2010, but with
various touch-up in the interim.
Current Replacement Cost: $49,500 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection and paint touch up to protect surfaces.

Painting w/ Doors: #AGH" Bldgs (2019)
Location: Building "A".
Quantity: 3 Building & Doors Paint.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 6 Years.
Comments: Building "A" was painted in 2012 for $15,000. What remains to be done as of
2018 are #ADEGH and the HOA plans to paint "AGH" in 2019 with a bid from Sierra Painting
for $35K. The Sierra Painting $35K bid seems low for 3 buildings, so the HOA should evaluate
the quality of Sierra Painting's job to see if this price (less than $12K per building) is realistic
going forward. 2018 estimate provided is $44,000.
Current Replacement Cost: $44,000 Per 2018 estimate.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection and paint touch up to protect surfaces.

Painting w/ Doors: #ED Bldgs (2020?)
Location: Building "A".
Quantity: 2 Building & Doors Paint.
Remaining Life: 1 Year.
Typical Useful Life: 6 Years.
Comments: The "EDGIK Buildings were painted in both 2009 and 2010. Since what remains
to be done as of 2018 are #ADEGH and the HOA plans to paint "AGH" in 2019 with a bid from
Sierra Painting for $35K -- the remaining buildings on the next cycle would be Buildings #E,D.
The Sierra Painting $35K bid seems low for 3 buildings, so will use the prior per-building
average cost estimates based on Four Point Painting until the quality of Sierra Painting's job can
be evaluated.
Current Replacement Cost: $33,000 Per avg 4-Point Painting cost /bldg.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection and paint touch up to protect surfaces.
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Annual Paint Touch-Up
Location: Building wood trim.

Quantity: 1 Wood Trim Touch-Up
(Annual).
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 1 Year.
Comments: Wood trim in Mammoth is painted on very regular cycle of 4 years maximum,
usually with a touch-up phase midway in the cycle for south & west-facing trim, or annually for
sides of buildings that get blasted with wind, snow and sun exposure. Allocate about $500$1000 per building per year.
Current Replacement Cost: $9,000 Per allocation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection and paint touch up to protect surfaces.

Asphalt Sealcoat (2018)
Location: Private drives & parking.
Quantity: 69,825 SF.
Remaining Life: 1 Year.
Typical Useful Life: 2 Years.
Comments: In order to preserve the integrity of the asphalt surface, it should have a sealcoat
application no less than every 2 years in Mammoth due to skip loader and car chains causing
wear & tear on the surface. Without sealcoating, the fine sands in the aggregate wash out and
gravel starts to break out of the surface. Black Gold indicated $0.14/SF for sealcoat (new
paving needs less material). This tbd in 2018. There may be two phases of sealcoat (2016 and
2017), so try to align phases.
Current Replacement Cost: $9,780 at $0.14 per SF.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular sealcoat. Keep clean to reduce abrasive effects of grit.

Asphalt Patch (Partial Areas)
Location: Private drives & parking.
Quantity: 2,793 SF.
Remaining Life: 12 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 22 Years.
Comments: As the paving surface ages, there will be one or more areas where the asphalt will
need remove & replace to repair the significantly cracked and failing surface to extend total
useful life before the next overlay. If not tended to, potholes can form. Assume patchwork of
approximately 3-5% of total surface area will be needed between now and the end of the paving
useful life. This will extend the effective life of the paved areas. Best to do in conjunction with
sealcoat.
Current Replacement Cost: $22,200 at $7.95 per SF.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular sealcoat. Keep clean to reduce abrasive effects of grit.
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Asphalt Re-Pave (2015/16)
Location: Private drives & parking.
Quantity: 69,822 SF.
Remaining Life: 19 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 22 Years.
Comments: The HOA did a "grind & replace" full repaving job in two $185K phases in 2015
and 2016, with a $40K oil separator. Another $66.5K for drainage mods. Next time, a 1.5"
petromat overlay might be applied, which is cheaper than grind and replace. New asphalt
surface can probably last another 20-25 years, assuming regular sealcoat applications are done.
Current Replacement Cost: $416,400 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular sealcoat. Keep clean to reduce abrasive effects of grit.

Asphalt Paths - Repave (2016)
Location: Common area.
Quantity: 210 SF.
Remaining Life: 19 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 22 Years.
Comments: Asphalt paths require costly handwork and Black Gold's typical asphalt path
repaving cost is about $15/SF.
Current Replacement Cost: $3,150 at $15 per SF.
Preventative Maintenance:

Pool Resurface & Re-Tile (2018)
Location: Pool/Spa area.

Quantity: 1 Pool replaster or fiberglass
resurfacing.
Remaining Life: 15 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 16 Years.
Comments: The pool was resurfaced in 2018 by Aquacreations (fiberglass) for about $27,913,
which included new tile (pool tile $3478). Most HOAs have been resurfacing pools with this
fiberglass technique (versus plaster) that is chemically inert (unlike cementious plaster) and can
last 20-25 years. Contemporary pool plaster materials now only last about 10-12 years and there
are "cold-joint" issues in which new plaster doesn't tend to bind to old plaster as well. Fiberglass
bond coat solves this problem.
Current Replacement Cost: $28,000 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Maintain proper pool water chemistry. Higher acid content etches
surface.
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Pool Heater
Location: Pool/Spa area.
Quantity: 1 Pool Heater.
Remaining Life: 3 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 12 Years.
Comments: Pool heater is in functional condition. Current pool heater precise installation date
not known, so assume in middle of life-cycle. Many pool heaters can be kept going by repairing
as needed. But, eventually the heat exchanger fails and the supports for the fire block
disintegrate, requiring replacement of the unit. Typical useful life is 10-12 years. Spa heater to
be replaced in 2018 for $5,100, but some retrofit required, so recurring cost should be less.
Current Replacement Cost: $4,800 at $4,800 per Pool Heater.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection by pool maintenance staff

Pool Filter (2018)
Location: Pool/Spa area.
Quantity: 1 Pool Filter.
Remaining Life: 11 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 12 Years.
Comments: Pool filter in functional condition and replaced in 2018. Pool filters are typically
longer-lasting than spa filters because lower temperatures and pool is shut off during winter,
whereas spa is not. Even the stainless steel diatomaceous earth filters eventually rust at the
seams. Grids need replacement periodically, but usually cost $300-$400, so are assumed to be
paid via operating budget.
Current Replacement Cost: $1,600 at $1,600 per Pool Filter.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular backflush for grids & check for leaks

Upper Spa Resurface (2018)
Location: Pool/Spa area.

Quantity: 1 Spa replaster or fiberglass
resurfacing.
Remaining Life: 9 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 10 Years.
Comments: The Upper Spa was resurfaced in 2007 and again in 2018 for $10,600.
Current Replacement Cost: $10,600 per actual cost.
Preventative Maintenance: Maintain proper spa water chemistry. Higher acid content etches surface.
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Lower Fiberglass Spa Replace (2004)
Location: Pool/Spa area.

Quantity: 1 Spa replaster or fiberglass
resurfacing.
Remaining Life: 2 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 16 Years.
Comments: The lower fiberglass shell spa was last replaced or resurfaced in 2004 and is in
functional condition. Assume 1-4 years remaining life.
Current Replacement Cost: $15,000 at $15,000 per Spa replaster or fiberglass resurfacing.
Preventative Maintenance: Maintain proper spa water chemistry. Higher acid content etches surface.

Spa Heaters (2) (1 every 4 years)
Location: Pool/Spa area.
Quantity: 1 Spa Heater.
Remaining Life: 2 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 4 Years.
Comments: The lower spa heater to be replaced in 2018 for $5,100, but some retrofit required,
so recurring cost should be less. Going forward, figure one spa heater every 4-5 years. Many
spa heaters can be kept going by repairing as needed. But, eventually the heat exchanger fails
and the supports for the fire block disintegrate, requiring replacement of the unit. Typical useful
life is 10-12 years.
Current Replacement Cost: $4,800 at $4,800 per Spa Heater.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection by pool maintenance staff

Spa Filter (2) (1 every 5 years)
Location: Pool/Spa area.
Quantity: 1 Spa Filter.
Remaining Life: 2 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 5 Years.
Comments: Spa filters are in functional condition and precise installation dates not known,
Going forward, figure one spa filter every 5 years. Pool filters are typically longer-lasting than
spa filters because lower temperatures and pool is shut off during winter, whereas spa is not.
Grids need replacement periodically, but usually cost $300-$400, so are assumed to be paid via
operating budget.
Current Replacement Cost: $1,600 at $1,600 per Spa Filter.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular backflush for grids & check for leaks
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Pool & Spa Pumps (Phased Repl)
Location: Pool/Spa area.
Quantity: 2 Group of Pump.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 2 Years.
Comments: The pool & spas have at least 6 pumps for filtration & circulation and spa jets.
Assume each pump replaced every 6-8 years on average and a failure of 2 pumps every 2 years.
If a pool contractor installs them, cost is $800-$1,000 each (or $2,000 for the variable speed
energy efficient ones). Often, only the motor fails but the pump mechanism is intact, meaning
only the motor needs replacement.
Current Replacement Cost: $2,000 at $1,000 per Group of Pump.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection. Never let pumps run dry so maintain proper water
level.

Pool & Spa Skimmers - Replace
Location: Pool/Spa area.
Quantity: 4 Pool & Spa Skimmer.
Remaining Life: 2 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 30 Years.
Comments: The pool & spa skimmers eventually crack and may cause leaking after 20-30
years, depending on soil movement. Ultimately, they must be jack-hammered out and then new
skimmers are re-cemented in place. Cost is about $2000 each. You can tell if your pool
skimmers are cracked & leaking if the pool water level keeps dropping more rapidly than would
be normally attributed to evaporation. Assume 5-10 years average life for the group of
skimmers.
Current Replacement Cost: $8,000 at $2,000 per Pool & Spa Skimmer.
Preventative Maintenance: Periodically check inside plastic for cracking.

Concrete Pool/Spa Decks (2)
Location: Pool/Spa area.
Quantity: 1 Group of 2 Pool/Spa Decks.
Remaining Life: 7 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 30 Years.
Comments: The concrete pool/spa decks are in functional condition, but over time, decks like
these do need replacement in Mammoth, but based on condition may not need to be replaced for
at least 5-10 years or so. Some replacement done to remedy a settling problem near coping.
HOA will budget $30K for lower and about $15K for upper deck.
Current Replacement Cost: $50,000 at $50,000 per Group of 2 Pool/Spa Decks..
Preventative Maintenance:
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Pool Wood Deck - Replace
Location: Pool Wood Deck.
Quantity: 1 Pool Wood Deck.
Remaining Life: 21 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 25 Years.
Comments: The HOA has gotten bids to replace the pool wood deck section with long-lasting
low maintenance Trex for $18,910 by Sheppler Construction. When done in late 2015, it cost
$26K, but the extra cost was for rebuilding support members not factored in the bid. Going
forward, assume the extra cost for support construction will not be needed next time.
Current Replacement Cost: $20,000 Per prior cost.
Preventative Maintenance:

Iron Lower Spa Area Fence
Location: Pool/Spa enclosure.
Quantity: 91 LF.
Remaining Life: 21 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 25 Years.
Comments: The pool/spa area iron fencing is in new condition, having been installed in recent
years.
Current Replacement Cost: $8,200 at $90 per LF.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular sand,prime,paint to protect metal.

Pool Wood Fence Enclosure
Location: Premises.
Quantity: 215 LF.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 20 Years.
Comments: Upper pool area wood fencing is in variable condition with some sections newer
than others. About $1600 repairs done in 2014 to help extend life.
Current Replacement Cost: $8,600 at $40 per LF.
Preventative Maintenance:
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Saunas Refurbish (2014)
Location: Saunas.
Quantity: 1 Saunas Refurbish (2014).
Remaining Life: 15 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 20 Years.
Comments: Both upper & lower sauna rooms were refurbished in 2014 for almost $9000 each
per 2015 replacement activity schedule listing.
Current Replacement Cost: $22,000 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance:

Pool Bldg Int/Ext Refurbish (2014)
Location: Upper spa, pool.

Quantity: 1 Pool Bldg Int/Ext
Refurbish.
Remaining Life: 15 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 20 Years.
Comments: The pool building was refurbished in 2014 for over $50K. This should last at least
15 years - and likely 20 years. Prior reserve analysis shows only 12 year life, which is probably
much shorter than the typical useful life.
Current Replacement Cost: $56,300 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance:

Lower Spa Area Refurbish (2014)
Location: Lower Spa area.
Quantity: 1 Lower Spa Area Refurbish.
Remaining Life: 15 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 20 Years.
Comments: The Lower Spa Area was refurbished in 2014 for over $100K with about $8K for
the lower bathroom renovation. This should last at least 15 years - and likely 20 years. Prior
reserve analysis shows only 12 year life.
Current Replacement Cost: $124,900 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance:
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Pool Furniture (2019)
Location: Pool/Spa area.
Quantity: 1 Pool furniture.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 10 Years.
Comments: The HOA would like to purchase pool furniture in 2019 and tentatively would like
to allocate about $5,000. This would need to be stored in winter and may get a longer life as a
result, so figure 10 year life.
Current Replacement Cost: $5,000 Per provided budget allocation.
Preventative Maintenance:

Balconies: "A" Building (2012)
Location: "A" Building.

Quantity: 1 Phase of balcony rebuild
project.
Remaining Life: 33 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The balcony for the "A" Building was rebuilt in 2012 for $58,000 by Shepler
Construction plus $500 Permit Fee ($250 shown for a tree removal is a non-recurring cost).
Cost shown has been adjusted for inflation from prior listed building roofing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $69,900 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.

Balconies: "B,H" Buildings (2011)
Location: "B,H" Buildings.

Quantity: 1 Phase of balcony rebuild
project.
Remaining Life: 32 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The balconies for the "B,H" Buildings were rebuilt in 2011. Cost shown has been
adjusted for inflation from prior listed building roofing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $132,800 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.
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Balconies: "CDFI" Building (2010)
Location: "C,D,F,I" Buildings.

Quantity: 1 Phase of balcony rebuild
project.
Remaining Life: 31 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The balconies for the "C,D,F,I" Buildings were rebuilt in 2010. Cost shown has
been adjusted for inflation from prior listed building roofing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $304,400 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.

Balconies: "E,G" Building (2009)
Location: "E,G" Buildings.

Quantity: 1 Phase of balcony rebuild
project.
Remaining Life: 30 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The balconies for the "E,G" Buildings were rebuilt in 2009. Cost shown has been
adjusted for inflation from prior listed building roofing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $130,500 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.

Balconies: "J,K" Building (2008)
Location: "J,K" Buildings.

Quantity: 1 Phase of balcony rebuild
project.
Remaining Life: 29 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The balconies for the "J,K" Buildings were rebuilt in 2008. Cost shown has been
adjusted for inflation from prior listed building roofing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $159,800 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.
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Walkways/Entries: (2012 Group)
Location: Walkways/Landings/Stairs.

Quantity: 1 Group of
Walkways/Stairs/Landing.
Remaining Life: 33 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The Walkways/Entry Decks for K Building West & A Bldg East (and the A Bldg
utility walkway) was rebuilt in 2012. With Trex and better construction, expect to get 40 years
useful life. Cost shown has been adjusted for inflation from prior listed Walkways & Entry
Deck/Landing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $92,200 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.

Walkways/Entries: (2011 Group)
Location: Walkways/Landings/Stairs.

Quantity: 1 Group of
Walkways/Stairs/Landing.
Remaining Life: 32 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The Walkways & Entry decks for "B" West, "E" West, "H" East & West were
rebuilt in 2011. Additionally, the I Building walkway was rebuilt in this phase (not the "I" Entry
decks which had already been done in 2010). With Trex and better construction, expect to get
40 years useful life. Cost shown has been adjusted for inflation from prior listed Walkways &
Entry Deck/Landing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $486,600 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.

Walkways/Entries: (2010 Group)
Location: Walkways/Landings/Stairs.

Quantity: 1 Group of
Walkways/Stairs/Landing.
Remaining Life: 31 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The Walkways & Entry decks for "D" Building East & West were rebuilt in 2010.
Entry Decks only were done for the "C" and the "I" building. "C" walkway had already been
done in 2007. With Trex and better construction, expect to get 40 years useful life. Cost shown
has been adjusted for inflation from prior listed Walkways & Entry Deck/Landing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $440,800 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.
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Walkways/Entries: (2009 Group)
Location: Walkways/Landings/Stairs.

Quantity: 1 Group of
Walkways/Stairs/Landing.
Remaining Life: 30 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The Walkways & Entry decks for ("A" Building West, "B" East, "E" East, "K"
East, "G" East/West) were rebuilt in 2009. Only the walkway was done for the "J" Building
East because "J" East Entry Decks and "J" East/West Walkways had already been done in
2007/08). With Trex and better construction, expect to get 40 years useful life. Cost shown has
been adjusted for inflation from prior listed Walkways & Entry Deck/Landing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $491,100 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.

Walkways/Entries: (2008 Group)
Location: Walkways/Landings/Stairs.

Quantity: 1 Group of
Walkways/Stairs/Landing.
Remaining Life: 29 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The Walkways & Entry decks for "J" Building West were rebuilt in 2008. With
Trex and better construction, expect to get 40 years useful life. Cost shown has been adjusted
for inflation from prior listed Walkways & Entry Deck/Landing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $78,900 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.

Walkways/Entries: (2006/7 Group)
Location: Walkways/Landings/Stairs.

Quantity: 1 Group of
Walkways/Stairs/Landing.
Remaining Life: 28 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: The Walkways & Entry decks for "F" Building East & West was rebuilt in 2007.
Also done was "C" Bldg walkway in 2007. In 2006, the Entry Deck for "J" building East was
rebuilt and is grouped in this list for simplification. With Trex and better construction, expect to
get 40 years useful life. Cost shown has been adjusted for inflation from prior listed Walkways
& Entry Deck/Landing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $339,100 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
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Residence Front Doors Phase I #A-F
Location: Front doors.

Quantity: 50 Residential front doors &
manager.
Remaining Life: 2 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 35 Years.
Comments: The residential front doors are in functional condition and the 2018 Board is
contemplating replacing them in accordance with the initial two phases: Bldgs #A-F and 2
manager's unit doors = 50 doors. Bldgs #G-K = 36 doors. These exterior doors are exposed to
the elements and will eventually require replacement. Getting a door hung in Mammoth is about
$450-$600 for a basic door plus the cost of the door.
Current Replacement Cost: $45,000 at $900 per Residential front doors & manager.
Preventative Maintenance:

Residence Front Doors Phase II #G-K
Location: Front doors.

Quantity: 36 Residential front doors &
manager.
Remaining Life: 7 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 35 Years.
Comments: The residential front doors are in functional condition. These exterior doors are
exposed to the elements and will eventually require replacement. Getting a door hung in
Mammoth is about $450-$600 for a basic door plus the cost of the door.
Current Replacement Cost: $32,400 at $900 per Residential front doors & manager.
Preventative Maintenance:

Siding: Progressive Replace
Location: Sides of all structures.
Quantity: 1 Siding Progressive Replace.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 5 Years.
Comments: Many 30-45 year-old associations in Mammoth have spent a lot of money to
replace siding that has deteriorated over time. The association has incurred siding replacement
expense in recent years but has not replaced all of the siding. For now, assume the equivalent of
(2) endcaps done at $25K-$30K each (or an endcap and parts of front/back sides) every 3-5
years. HOA representatives suggest that some may need to be done in 2019.
Current Replacement Cost: $60,000 at $60,000 per Siding Progressive Replace.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular painting to preserve & protect wood from weathering.
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Water Heaters Replace (1 ev 3 yrs)
Location: Pool bldg & office/spa building.
Quantity: 1 Water heater.
Remaining Life: 1 Year.
Typical Useful Life: 3 Years.
Comments: There are (3) water heaters to service the pool bldg & office/manager/spa building.
Assume one failure every 3 years, thus an average life of 9 years each. One replaced in lower
spa area for only $456 in 2017 by on-site manager, but going forward, assume contractor costs
to be conservative.
Current Replacement Cost: $900 at $900 per Water heater.
Preventative Maintenance:

Manager's Unit - Carpet
Location: Manager's unit.
Quantity: 133 SY approx.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 15 Years.
Comments: The manager's unit may need carpet in the next few years, perhaps when there is a
change of managers. Typical manager's unit has about 1200 SF total.
Current Replacement Cost: $5,500 at $41 per SY approx.
Preventative Maintenance:

Manager's Unit - Appliances
Location: Manager's unit.
Quantity: 1 Group of appliance.
Remaining Life: 10 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 12 Years.
Comments: The manager's unit & assistant manager's unit each have the Range, Refrig,
Dishwasher, Microwave appliances with costs of $1,200, $900, $600, and $300. Rather than
list each individually, assume the average remaining life for the mix of appliances is shown.
Bought new appliances for the manager's unit in 2016 (refrigerator, range, dishwasher). Modern
appliances are not designed to last as long, so 12 year life used now instead of 20 year life.
Current Replacement Cost: $3,300 at $3,300 per Group of appliance.
Preventative Maintenance:
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Manager's Unit - Interior Paint
Location: Manager's unit.
Quantity: 1 Residential interior.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 10 Years.
Comments: Both manager's unit and assistant manager's unit may need interior paint in the
next year or so.
Current Replacement Cost: $3,000 at $3,000 per Residential interior.
Preventative Maintenance:

Manager's Unit - Renovate
Location: Manager's unit.
Quantity: 1 Residential renovation.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 25 Years.
Comments: Over time, it is likely that, in addition to carpeting and painting, there are
restrooms, flooring, fixtures & countertops in manager's unit that will need renovation. In order
to attract quality managers in the future, it is often in the association's best interest to be able to
offer an attractive residence for the manager. HOA plans to do this in 2019 with a budget
allocation of about $20K.
Current Replacement Cost: $20,000 at $20,000 per Residential renovation.
Preventative Maintenance:

Asst Mgr's Unit - Carpet
Location: Assistant Manager's unit.
Quantity: 78 SY approx.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 15 Years.
Comments: The assistant manager's unit may need carpet in the next few years, perhaps when
there is a change of managers. Typical assistant manager's small unit has about 700-800 SF
total.
Current Replacement Cost: $3,000 at $41 per SY approx.
Preventative Maintenance:
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Asst Mgr's Unit - Appliances
Location: Manager's & Assistant Manager's unit.
Quantity: 1 Group of appliance.
Remaining Life: 10 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 12 Years.
Comments: The manager's unit & assistant manager's unit each have the Range, Refrig,
Dishwasher, Microwave appliances with costs of $1,200, $900, $600, and $300. Rather than
list each individually, assume the average remaining life for the mix of appliances is shown.
Bought new appliances for the manager's unit in 2016 and some in the assistant manager's unit.
Modern appliances are not designed to last as long, so 12 year life used now instead of 20 year
life.
Current Replacement Cost: $3,000 at $3,000 per Group of appliance.
Preventative Maintenance:

Asst Mgr's Unit - Interior Paint
Location: Manager's & Assistant Manager's unit.
Quantity: 1 Residential interior.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 10 Years.
Comments: Both manager's unit and assistant manager's unit may need interior paint in the
next year or so.
Current Replacement Cost: $1,500 at $1,500 per Residential interior.
Preventative Maintenance:

Asst Manager's Unit - Renovate
Location: Manager's & Assistant Manager's unit.
Quantity: 1 Residential renovation.
Remaining Life: 2 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 25 Years.
Comments: Over time, it is likely that, in addition to carpeting and painting, there are
restrooms, flooring, fixtures & countertops in manager's units that will need renovation. In order
to attract quality managers in the future, it is often in the association's best interest to be able to
offer an attractive residence for the manager.
Current Replacement Cost: $15,000 at $15,000 per Residential renovation.
Preventative Maintenance:
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Residential Light Fixtures
Location: Residences.
Quantity: 180 Residential Light Fixture.
Remaining Life: 3 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 25 Years.
Comments: The exterior light fixtures are in functional condition currently. There is one at
each entry and one at each deck. Other miscellaneous stairway flood lights and office/spa
lighting as well. HOA may want to convert to new LED fixtures in the next few years.
Current Replacement Cost: $32,400 at $180 per Residential Light Fixture.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.

Snowblowers (1 every 3 years)
Location: Premises.
Quantity: 1 Snowblower.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 3 Years.
Comments: The snowblowers were replaced in 2013 & 2014 and then again in 2016 for
$3,141. Low snow years in 2013-15. With 2 snowblowers, figure one failure on average every
3 years, thus a 6 year average life. Replacement parts such as sheer pins, impellers, belts,
bearings can be gotten from Tahoe Alpine Power Equipment 530-583-0600. Replacement
models can be bought for about $3,000 each. Assume 5-7 year life with about $500/year of
maintenance paid out of operating budget.
Current Replacement Cost: $3,300 at $3,300 per Snowblower.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular maintenance

Snowplow - Replace (Nov 2013)
Location: Premises.
Quantity: 1 Snowplow & installation.
Remaining Life: 9 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 15 Years.
Comments: The snowplow/brake was replaced in Nov 2013 for $7690 by Mammoth Chevron.
Current Replacement Cost: $9,200 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular maintenance
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2005 Chevy 3/4 Ton Pickup (used)
Location: Premises.
Quantity: 1 Chevy 3/4 Ton Pickup.
Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 10 Years.
Comments: The (2005) Chevy 3/4 Ton Pickup was bought used in 2013 and should have a
service life of about 10 years with minimal use.
Current Replacement Cost: $25,000 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance:

Copper Plumbing - "ABCDEF, Pool"
Location: #ABCDEF, Pool.

Quantity: 1 Copper Plumbing "ABCDEF, Pool".
Remaining Life: 30 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 45 Years.
Comments: The copper plumbing for buildings #ABCDEF & Pool was replaced in 2003. Cost
shown has been adjusted for inflation from prior listed plumbing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $233,700 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.

Copper Plumbing - "GHIJK, Office"
Location: #ABCDEF, Pool.

Quantity: 1 Copper Plumbing "ABCDEF, Pool".

Remaining Life: 6 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 45 Years.
Comments: The copper plumbing for buildings #ABCDEF & Pool was replaced in 2003.
Buildings #GHIJK and the Office (representing Phase II) were NOT done, however various tests
over recent years haven't yet made a case for full replacement. Some plumbing lasts longer than
others based on quality of pipe, so it's possible the Phase I pipe was lower quality than Phase II.
For now, assign a 5-10 year life and special assess if failure sooner. Cost shown has been
adjusted for inflation from prior listed plumbing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $248,500 Per prior estimate adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance: Regular inspection.
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Water Main - Replace (2005)
Location: From street to buildings.
Quantity: 1 Water Main - Replace.
Remaining Life: 26 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 40 Years.
Comments: Many HOA's in Mammoth of this vintage have had to replace water mains under
their private streets. A lot depends on whether or not rocks were backfilled into the trench when
the pipe was installed. Water mains were replaced in 2005. Villar Construction indicates about
$210 per LF to install 6" mains per code, depending on how many valves, tees, laterals &
hydrant and if re-paving is required. Cost shown has been adjusted for inflation from prior listed
plumbing costs.
Current Replacement Cost: $293,500 Per prior cost adjusted for inflation.
Preventative Maintenance:

Sewer Line Cleanout (2011)
Location: Common area.
Quantity: 1 Sewer Line Cleanout (2011).
Remaining Life: 1 Year.
Typical Useful Life: 3 Years.
Comments: The HOA had been allocating over $5,000 every six years to do a routine sewer
line cleanout. Some done in 2011 and some done in 2017 for $3K and 2018 for $3K & $5K and
perhaps another one earlier as well. As this is going to be an ongoing issue, HOA
representatives suggest doing this more frequently and expects to average about $8000 over a 3
year period.
Current Replacement Cost: $8,000 Per rough average of prior costs.
Preventative Maintenance:

Custom "Hidden Valley" Sign (2013)
Location: Common area.
Quantity: 1 Custom main sign.
Remaining Life: 16 Years.
Typical Useful Life: 22 Years.
Comments: There are a variety of signs on the premises, most of which are replaced when
needed via operating budget funds. However, the main entrance custom sign is a higher-cost
capital item which is typically funded via the reserve budget. It was constructed in 2013 for
about $29,994 per General Ledger. The wood sign by "Maverick Signs & Graphics" cost
$3100. Much of the expense was one-time non-recurring like conduit, electrical, concrete/stone
monument. So figure $10-12K next iteration.
Current Replacement Cost: $11,000 at $11,000 per Custom main sign.
Preventative Maintenance: Inspect sign mounts and masonry work regularly.
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Unscheduled Capital Expense
Location: n/a.

Quantity: 1 Grouping of unscheduled
replacement items.

Remaining Life: 0 Year (within next 12 months).
Typical Useful Life: 1 Year.
Comments: For older buildings like these, there can be unexpected expenses, assume an
annual contingency allocation of $2,500 to allow for "unscheduled reserve capital replacement
expenses" such as overages in bids, vandalism or other unforeseen capital expense
requirements.
Current Replacement Cost: $2,500 at $2,500 per Grouping of unscheduled replacement items..
Preventative Maintenance:
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After Your Reserve Study is Prepared...
REVIEW: The results should be evaluated by your Board of Directors to determine:





If regular assessments need to be increased or decreased.
If special assessments will be needed to fund future repairs or replacement.
Cost and estimated/projected timing of repairs or replacement in the future.
If reserve funds will not be expended for several years, consideration should be given
to higher-yield medium-term investment.

APPROVE: Indicate approval of the reserve funding plan in the association minutes.
BUDGET: The Board should also incorporate the results of the reserve study into the annual
pro-forma operating budget to ensure that sufficient reserves will be available to fund long-term
capital replacement expenditures.
DISTRIBUTE: To comply with California Civil Code 1365 [New: Civ. Code §5300], the Board
shall prepare and distribute to all its members the following documents not less than 30 days nor
more than 90 days prior to the beginning of the association’s fiscal year:
A pro forma operating budget which shall include all of the following:
 The estimated revenue and expenses on an accrual basis.
 A summary of the association’s reserves based upon the most recent review or study
conducted pursuant to Civil Code §5500, including the current estimated replacement cost,
estimated remaining life, and estimated useful life of each major component – See Page 9.
 The current estimate of the amount of cash reserves necessary to repair, replace, restore or
maintain the major components: $1,756,548.
 The current amount of accumulated cash reserves actually set aside: $303,400.
 The current deficiency in reserve funding expressed on a per unit basis: $17,299/Unit.
 The percentage of actual cash reserves set aside versus estimated cash reserves required
(percent funded estimate): 17.3%.
 A statement as to whether the board of directors has determined or anticipates that the levy
of one or more of special assessments will be required to repair, replace, or restore any major
component.
In lieu of the distribution of the pro forma operating budget required above, the board may elect to
distribute a summary of the pro forma operating budget to all its members with a written notice that
the pro forma operating budget is available at the business office of the association or at another
suitable location within the boundaries of the development and that the copies will be provided upon
request and at the expense of the association.

California Civil Code 1365.5 [New: Civ. Code §5500] requires annual reviews of reserve status.
DISCLOSE: Civil Code 1365.2.5 [New: Civ. Code §5570] requires the Board to distribute the
“Assessment and Reserve Funding Disclosure Summary” to all owners. A sample form with
supplement by Attorney James Smith follows. We have inserted calculation results from the
reserve analysis to address Questions #6 and #7. All other questions are designed for the Board
to fill in.
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Assessment And Reserve Funding Disclosure Summary
Hidden Valley Village Owners Association
For the fiscal year beginning January 1, 2019

(Sample – Questions #1-4 to be completed by Board of Directors, #6 & 7 already have your data filled in)
California Civil Code §5300 requires that this Assessment and Reserve Funding Disclosure Summary be distributed to all owners
not less than thirty (30) days nor more than ninety (90) days prior to the beginning of the Association’s fiscal year owners in the format
specified in California Civil Code §5570. The Summary is to be provided with, and accompany, the Association’s Proforma
Operating Budget or Summary thereof that is delivered to all members.
(1)

The regular assessment per ownership interest is $________ per ________. Note: If assessments vary by the size or type of
ownership interest, the assessment applicable to this ownership interest may be found on page ____ of the attached summary.

(2)

Additional regular or special assessments that have already been scheduled to be imposed or charged, regardless of
the purpose, if they have been approved by the board and/or members:
Date assessment will be due:

Amount per ownership interest
per month or year
(If assessments are variable, see note
immediately below):

Purpose of the assessment:

Total:
Note: If assessments vary by the size or type of ownership interest, the assessment applicable to this ownership interest may be found
on page ____ of the attached report.
(3)

Based upon the most recent reserve study and other information available to the Board of Directors, will currently
projected reserve account balances be sufficient at the end of each year to meet the Association’s obligation for
repair and/or replacement of major components during the next 30 years?
Yes ____
No ____ *NOTE: The current Board has no control over whether future boards implement this funding plan.

(4)

If the answer to (3) is no, what additional assessments or other contributions to reserves would be necessary to
ensure that sufficient reserve funds will be available each year during the next 30 years that have not yet been
approved by the board or the members?
Approximate date assessment will be due:

Amount per Ownership Interest per
month or year::

Total:
(5)

All major components are included in the reserve study and are included in its calculations.

(6)
Based on the method of calculation in paragraph (4) of subdivision (b) of California Civil. Code §5570, the estimated
amount required in the reserve fund (if the association were 100% funded for depreciation-to-date) at the end of the current fiscal year
is $1,756,548, based in whole or in part on the last reserve study or update prepared by Stone Mountain Corporation - For the fiscal
year beginning January 1, 2019. The projected reserve fund cash balance at the end of the current fiscal year is $303,400, resulting
in reserves being 17.3% funded ($303,400 divided by $1,756,548) at this date and resulting in an estimated reserve deficiency
(difference between 100% funded amount and actual reserves) on a per-unit basis of $17,299/Unit. If an alternative, but generally
accepted, method of calculation is also used, the required reserve amount is $____________. (If so, see attached explanation.)
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(7)
Based on the method of calculation in paragraph (4) of subdivision (b) of California Civil. Code §5570, the estimated
amount required in the reserve fund at the end of each of the next five budget Years is $ (Refer to line #1 in the table below) , and the
projected reserve fund cash balance in each of those Years, taking into account only assessments already approved and other known
revenues, is $ (Refer to line #2 in the table below) , leaving the reserve at (Refer to line #3 in the table below) percent funded. If
the reserve funding plan approved by the Association is implemented, the projected reserve fund cash balance in each of those years
will be $ (Refer to line #4 in the table below) , leaving the reserve at (Refer to line #5 in the table below) percent funded in each
of those years.
End of Fiscal Year That Begins in

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

1. Estimated amount required in reserves
(100% Funded Amount)

$1,832,938

$2,035,065

$2,158,406

$2,396,062

$2,691,688

2. Projected Reserve Fund Cash Balance
(Only assessments already approved)

$271,050

$352,089

$344,092

$436,633

$571,471

3. Projected Percent Funded Estimate
(Only assessments already approved)

14.8%

17.3%

15.9%

18.2%

21.2%

4. Projected Reserve Fund Cash Balance
(If reserve funding plan is implemented)

$276,177

$367,298

$374,487

$487,472

$648,168

5. Projected Percent Funded Estimate
15.1%
18.0%
17.4%
20.3%
24.1%
(If reserve funding plan is implemented)
Fund balance & Percent funded projections in the #4 & #5 calculations above assume the optimized cash flow analysis plan is adopted.
NOTE: The financial representations set forth in the Summary are based on the best estimates of the preparer at that time. The
estimates are subject to change. At the time this summary was prepared, the assumed long-term before-tax interest rate earned on
reserve funds was 0.00% per year, and the assumed long-term inflation rate to be applied to major component repair and replacement
costs was 3.00% per year.
SUPPLEMENT TO ASSESSMENT AND RESERVE FUNDING DISCLOSURE SUMMARY
[Civil Code section 1365.2.5(b)(3)] [New: Civ. Code §5300(e)]
Due to factors beyond the control of the Directors, including but not limited to the rate of inflation, the rate at which the major
components actually deteriorate, unanticipated damage to the major components, fluctuations in material and labor costs and changes
in building codes and regulations, the accuracy of the information set forth in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 above is not, and cannot be,
guaranteed. Depending upon the accuracy of the present and future assumptions used in providing the information in paragraphs 3, 4
and 5, the information and conclusions set forth in said paragraphs may not be correct. Therefore, any person reviewing this
Assessment and Reserve Funding Disclosure Summary should not, without conducting their own independent investigation and
analysis, rely upon the accuracy of the information set forth in paragraph 3, 4 and 5.
Please note, for purposes of this Assessment and Reserve Funding Disclosure, the words and phrases stated below are given
the following meaning:
1. “Estimated remaining useful life“ means the time reasonably calculated to remain before a major component will require
replacement.
2. “Major component” has the meaning used in section 1365.5 [New: Civ. Code §5500]. Components with an estimated
remaining useful life of more than thirty (30) Years may be included in a study as a capital asset or disregarded from the reserve
calculation, so long as the decision is revealed in the reserve study report and reported in the Assessment and Reserve Funding
Disclosure Summary.
"Caution"
The “Supplement to Assessment and Reserve Funding Disclosure Summary” shown above is provided as a courtesy by James H. Smith,
Esq. of the law firm of Grokenberger & Smith. Telephone: (805) 965-7746. Your Association's Governing Documents and/or changes in the
law may require this form to be modified.
The data filled in question #6 & #7 above was derived from Stone Mountain Corporation’s reserve study for the association.
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